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A DIRECT DYNAMICAL MEASUREMENT OF THE MILKY WAY’S DISK SURFACE DENSITY PROFILE,
DISK SCALE LENGTH, AND DARK MATTER PROFILE AT 4 kpc . R . 9 kpc
Jo Bovy1,2,3 & Hans-Walter Rix4
ABSTRACT
We present and apply rigorous dynamical modeling with which we infer unprecedented constraints
on the stellar and dark matter mass distribution within our Milky Way (MW), based on large sets
of phase-space data on individual stars. Specifically, we model the dynamics of 16,269 G-type dwarfs
from SEGUE, which sample 5 kpc < RGC < 12 kpc and 0.3 kpc . |Z| . 3 kpc. We independently
fit a parameterized MW potential and a three-integral, action-based distribution function (DF) to
the phase-space data of 43 separate abundance-selected sub-populations (MAPs), accounting for the
complex selection effects affecting the data. We robustly measure the total surface density within
1.1 kpc of the mid-plane to 5% over 4.5 < RGC < 9 kpc. Using metal-poor MAPs with small radial
scale lengths as dynamical tracers probes 4.5 . RGC . 7 kpc, while MAPs with longer radial scale
lengths sample 7 . RGC . 9 kpc. We measure the mass-weighted Galactic disk scale length to be Rd =
2.15 ± 0.14 kpc, in agreement with the photometrically inferred spatial distribution of stellar mass.
We thereby measure dynamically the mass of the Galactic stellar disk to unprecedented accuracy:
M∗ = 4.6± 0.3+ 3.0 (R0/ kpc− 8)× 10
10M⊙ and a total local surface density of ΣR0(Z = 1.1 kpc) =
68±4M⊙ pc
−2 of which 38±4M⊙ pc
−2 is contributed by stars and stellar remnants. By combining our
surface density measurements with the terminal velocity curve, we find that the MW’s disk is maximal
in the sense that Vc,disk/Vc,total = 0.83±0.04 at R = 2.2Rd. We also constrain for the first time the
radial profile of the dark halo at such small Galactocentric radii, finding that ρDM(r;≈ R0) ∝ 1/r
α
with α < 1.53 at 95% confidence. Our results show that action-based distribution-function modeling
of complex stellar data sets is now a feasible approach that will be fruitful for interpreting Gaia data.
Subject headings: Galaxy: abundances — Galaxy: disk — Galaxy: fundamental parameters —
Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics — Galaxy: structure — solar neighborhood
1. INTRODUCTION
The mass distribution of the Milky Way inside R ∼
10 kpc is uncertain in many respects. While good mea-
surements exist of the rotation curve, these do not al-
low the separation of the major Galactic components:
bulge, halo, and stellar and gas disks. Hence the rela-
tive contributions as well as the density profiles of these
components are still very uncertain. Determining these
is fundamental to our understanding of the Milky Way’s
formation and evolution and to evaluating the impor-
tance of dark matter within the visible extent of galax-
ies. Because the Milky Way is in many ways an anchor
point for empirical relations used to determine the phys-
ical properties of external galaxies, this ultimately has a
large impact on the study of the low-redshift Universe
(Rix & Bovy 2013).
The structure, size, and mass of the Milky Way’s disk
in particular are poorly known. Measurements of the ra-
dial scale length of the disk over the last few decades
have produced values anywhere in between 2 kpc and
5 kpc (see, e.g., Sackett 1997 for an overview). While
photometric measurements have improved with the ad-
vent of wide-area surveys with accurate photometry, sys-
tematic uncertainties in the distance scale significantly
limit the precision and accuracy of photometrically mea-
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sured scale lengths (e.g., Juric´ et al. 2008), and such
measurements only trace the radial luminosity profile of
the tracer stars rather than the mass profile of the disk.
This is especially problematic as it has recently become
clear that the stellar disk contains abundance-distinct
subcomponents with scale lengths ranging from 2 kpc to
> 4.5 kpc (Bovy et al. 2012d), and in particular that the
thicker disk components in the Milky Way have a much
shorter scale length than the thin disk (Bensby et al.
2011; Bovy et al. 2012d; Cheng et al. 2012). Thus, more
than ever it is important to measure the mass-weighted
radial profile, which can be achieved using the dynam-
ics of tracer populations. There are currently no plau-
sible dynamical measurements of the scale length of the
disk. While there are global potential fits to a variety
of dynamical data (e.g., McMillan 2011), these cannot
measure the scale length without strong prior assump-
tions as there have been no dynamical data and models
that constrain the disk scale length to date; because of
this, the disk’s scale length is the most important un-
known in disentangling the contributions from the disk
and the dark halo to the mass distribution near the disk
(Dehnen & Binney 1998).
In external galaxies, rotation curves are often de-
composed into disk and halo contributions using the
maximum-disk hypothesis (van Albada & Sancisi 1986):
the disk component is assumed to contribute the max-
imum amount possible without exceeding the rotation
curve anywhere; in practice this means that such max-
imal disks contribute 85 ± 10% of the rotation velocity
at the peak of the disk rotation curve, allowing for the
2contribution of a bulge and a cored halo (Sackett 1997).
Observational evidence for or against the maximum-disk
hypothesis is scant: e.g., Courteau & Rix (1999) argues
against spiral galaxy disks being generically maximal
based on the residuals from the Tully-Fisher relation,
while detailed gas kinematics shows that some disks, par-
ticularly fast rotators, are maximal (e.g., Weiner et al.
2001; Kranz et al. 2003) (see § 6.3 for more discussion
of this). Ultimately, this is due to the fact that directly
measuring and decomposing the mass profile of external
disks is close to impossible. However, because mass-to-
light ratios for external spiral galaxies are calibrated us-
ing the maximum-disk hypothesis (e.g., Bell & de Jong
2001), the fate of the maximum-disk hypothesis is inti-
mately connected with many conclusions regarding the
stellar-mass content of the low-redshift Universe (e.g.,
Bell et al. 2003; Li & White 2009). Whether the Milky
Way has a maximum disk is unknown (Sackett 1997)
and determining whether it does is important since it
can provide a robust data point for the discussion of
the maximum-disk hypothesis and because it could be
used to calibrate dynamical measurements of the ra-
dial profile of external galaxies. Because the local mid-
plane density and the local surface density are rea-
sonably well measured (e.g., Kuijken & Gilmore 1989b;
Holmberg & Flynn 2000), whether the Milky Way’s disk
is maximal hinges on whether it has a short stellar disk
mass scale length.
Because the rotation curve reflects the sum of the ra-
dial in-plane accelerations contributed by the various
Galactic components, precise measurements of the ra-
dial profile and mass of only the disk also allows the
radial profile of the dark-matter halo to be constrained.
Measurements of the local density of dark matter have
significantly improved recently (Bovy & Tremaine 2012;
Zhang et al. 2013), but there are no dynamical con-
straints on the radial profile of dark matter at R .
10 kpc. The large microlensing optical depth measured
toward the bulge argues for a relatively shallow halo
profile (Binney & Evans 2001), although this constraint
has been relaxed compared to Binney & Evans (2001)
due to the downward revision of the optical depth (e.g.,
Popowski et al. 2005) and of the local dark matter den-
sity since 2001 (Bovy & Tremaine 2012; Zhang et al.
2013). Measuring the radial profile of dark matter in
the inner Milky Way would be invaluable for analyses of
dark-matter indirect detection toward the Galactic cen-
ter and for comparing the Milky Way to the predictions
from cosmological simulations: A Milky-Way-like galaxy
is presumed to have an inner dark-matter profile close
to the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW; Navarro et al. 1997)
profile seen in simulations or steeper due to the adiabatic
contraction that is expected to occur when the Milky
Way’s massive disk forms within the dark matter halo.
In this paper, we constrain the mass distribution in
the inner Milky Way by measuring the vertical force at
|Z| ≈ 1 kpc as a function of radius between R ≈ 4 kpc
and ≈ 9 kpc. Because the vertical force and the sur-
face density are approximately proportional near the disk
(Kuijken & Gilmore 1989a; Bovy & Tremaine 2012), this
quite directly measures the radial surface-density profile
near the disk, allowing the mass-weighted scale length of
the disk to be obtained without any prior assumptions
derived from stellar number counts; we measure the ra-
dial profile of the mass rather than that of the luminosity.
We measure the vertical force as a function of ra-
dius using modeling based on simple, parameterized,
six-dimensional (phase-space), three-action distribution-
functions (DFs), developed by Binney (2010, 2012b) and
McMillan & Binney (2013). In Ting et al. (2013) we
showed that this approach should work well when ap-
plied to subsets of Galactic disk stars with very sim-
ilar elemental abundances, so called mono-abundance
populations (MAPs). In a recent series of papers, we
(Bovy et al. 2012c,d) demonstrated that these consti-
tute structurally-simple disk populations. Such popu-
lations can hence be described well by few-parameter
families of distribution functions, which allows a full
likelihood-based exploration of the joint posterior distri-
bution function (PDF) of dynamical (gravitational po-
tential) and DF parameters. In this paper, we apply
this methodology for the first time to a real data set, G-
type dwarfs from the SDSS/SEGUE survey (Yanny et al.
2009). Each MAP, i.e., each distinct, abundance-selected
stellar subset, can act as a separate tracer population of
the gravitational potential. We focus our efforts in this
paper on measuring the dynamical quantity of interest
that is most robustly determined for each MAP. This
turns out to be the vertical force at 1.1 kpc at a sin-
gle Galactocentric radius for each MAP, where the ra-
dius is determined directly from the dynamical PDF for
each MAP; because the MAPs span a wide range in or-
bital distributions, this leads to measurements between
R ≈ 4 kpc and R ≈ 9 kpc for 43 MAPs.
We use these new measurements in combination
with constraints on the rotation curve, primarily from
terminal-velocity measurements, and with measurements
of the local vertical profile of the vertical force to con-
strain the mass distribution atR . 10 kpc and its decom-
position into disk and dark halo contributions. Because
our measurements are at 1.1 kpc, we strongly constrain
the properties of the Milky Way’s disk, finding a rel-
atively short mass scale length of 2.15 ± 0.14 kpc and
deriving precise measurements of the local column den-
sity of stars and of the total mass in the disk. We find
that the Milky Way’s disk is maximal, providing about
70% of the rotational support at 2.2 radial scale lengths
(Vc,disk/Vc,total = 0.83±0.04; the rotational support is
(Vc,disk/Vc,total)
2 = 0.69± 0.06). As the halo contributes
very little to the rotation curve and the vertical force
at 1 kpc, we only weakly constrain the radial profile of
the dark matter, but we nevertheless obtain a first con-
straint: α < 1.53 at 95% confidence for a model in which
ρDM(r;≈ R0) ∝ 1/r
α.
The outline of this paper is as follows. We describe
the SEGUE G-dwarf data in § 2. In § 3 we explain in
detail the various steps involved in the dynamical mod-
eling of abundance-selected populations of stars using a
DF model. We present the results from this modeling in
§ 4.1 and discuss how we turn these results into a mea-
surement of the surface density to 1.1 kpc at a single ra-
dius for each MAP. We show the resulting surface-density
and vertical-force profiles in § 4.2 and discuss systemat-
ics associated with this measurement in § 4.3. In § 5, we
use these new measurements together with additional dy-
namical data to fit mass models of the inner Milky Way.
We discuss the implications of these new measurements
3in § 6. We recapitulate our main conclusions in § 7 and
look ahead to the dynamical analysis of Gaia data. Ap-
pendix A gives technical details of the calculation of the
effective survey volume required in the dynamical mod-
eling, and Appendix B presents various detailed compar-
isons between the spatial and kinematical distribution of
the data and that of our best-fit dynamical models. We
recommend that readers not interested in the technical
details of the dynamical models read the introduction
of § 3, which briefly summarizes the main ingredients of
the modeling, and then § 4.2 for the measurement of the
vertical-force profile, and § 5 and following Sections for
the implications of these new measurements for the mass
distribution in the inner Milky Way. In this paper, we
use BO12 to collectively refer to the set of Bovy et al.
(2012b,c,d) papers, appending b,c, or d to indicate spe-
cific papers in that series.
2. SDSS/SEGUE DATA
The data used in this paper are largely the same as
the SEGUE G-dwarf data used in BO12. We summarize
the main properties of these data with a focus on what is
new. We refer the reader to BO12cd for a full description
of the G-star data used here.
2.1. G-dwarf data
The G-star sample used in this analysis is identi-
cal to the one used in BO12d, but we now also use
the stars’ line-of-sight velocities and proper motions ex-
plicitly to calculate the vertical velocities and errors,
as in BO12c. For a detailed description of the sam-
ple, we refer to BO12d, BO12c, Yanny et al. (2009),
and Lee et al. (2011b). The G-dwarf sample is the
largest of the systematically targeted sub-samples in
SEGUE to explore the Galactic disk; they are the
brightest tracers whose main-sequence lifetime is larger
than the expected disk age (≈ 10Gyr) for all but the
most metal-rich stars with [Fe/H] & 0.2 dex. Their
rich metal-line spectrum affords velocity determina-
tions good to ∼ 5 to 10 km s−1(Yanny et al. 2009),
as well as good abundance ([α/Fe], [Fe/H]) determina-
tions (δ[α/Fe] ∼ 0.1 dex, δ[Fe/H] ∼ 0.2 dex
5, Lee et al.
2008a,b; Allende Prieto et al. 2008; Schlesinger et al.
2010; Lee et al. 2011a; Smolinski et al. 2011;BO12c).
The distances to the sample stars range from 0.6 kpc
to nearly 4 kpc, with stars somewhat closer to the disk
plane being sampled by the lines of sight at lower Galac-
tic latitudes. The effective minimal distance limit of the
stars (600 pc) implies that the vertical heights below one
scale height (|Z| < hz) of the thinner disk components is
not well sampled by the G-dwarf data. As in BO12, we
employ a signal-to-noise ratio cut of S/N > 15.
We transform distances and velocities to the Galacto-
centric rest-frame by assuming that the Sun’s displace-
ment from the midplane is 25 pc toward the north Galac-
tic pole (Chen et al. 2001; Juric´ et al. 2008), that the
Sun is located at 8 kpc from the Galactic center (e.g.,
Ghez et al. 2008; Gillessen et al. 2009; Bovy et al. 2009),
and that the Sun’s vertical peculiar velocity with respect
to the Galactic center is 7.25 km s−1 (Scho¨nrich et al.
5 In this paper, we use δ to indicate observational uncertainties
and reserve σ for the velocity dispersion of stellar populations.
Fig. 1.— Distance factors applied to the Ivezic´ et al. (2008) pho-
tometric distance relation to put it on the distance scale of An et al.
(2009). These factors are primarily a function of [Fe/H], but are
calculated based on the mean [Fe/H] of each MAP.
2010). In particular, we note that none of the results in
this paper are affected by the details of the Sun’s pecu-
liar motion in the plane of the Galaxy. We use the un-
certainties on the distances, line-of-sight velocities, and
proper motions to calculate the uncertainty in the ver-
tical velocities, but otherwise we assume that distance
uncertainties are negligible (which is a good approxima-
tion because the typical distance uncertainty of ∼10% is
much smaller than any Galactic spatial gradient). Uncer-
tainties are typically 10% in distance, ∼3.5 mas yr−1 in
proper motion (Munn et al. 2004), and 5 to 10 km s−1 in
line-of-sight velocity. The distance errors are obtained by
marginalizing over the color and apparent-magnitude er-
rors that enter the photometric distance relation (Equa-
tion (A7) of Ivezic´ et al. 2008, I08 hereafter, see also
BO12d), which is assumed to have an intrinsic scatter
of 0.1 mag in the distance modulus. These uncertain-
ties lead to tangential velocity uncertainties that are
∼ 50 km s−1 at 3 kpc and a smaller contribution than
that to the vertical velocity uncertainty (depending on
Galactic latitude). Stars in our sample at such large
distances are either far from the plane as part of a pop-
ulation with a large velocity dispersion, or closer to the
Galactic center, where the velocity dispersion is larger by
∼50% because it rises exponentially with a scale length
of ∼7 kpc (BO12c). Therefore, the intrinsic dispersion is
larger than the typical velocity-measurement uncertainty
for all populations analyzed below.
Motivated by the analysis in BO12 and Ting et al.
(2013), we treat in what follows MAPs as independent
tracer populations of the Galactic potential, whose fits
provide independent constraints on the potential. Oper-
ationally MAPs are defined here as stars whose [Fe/H]
and [α/Fe] lie within bins 0.1 dex and 0.05 dex wide, as
in BO12.
One significant change to the distances that we made
for the current analysis is that we have placed the
distances on the scale of An et al. (2009), An09 here-
after, which was used in many other analyses of the
4SEGUE G and K-dwarf samples (e.g., Schlesinger et al.
2012; Zhang et al. 2013), and which appears to provide
more accurate distances from the kinematical tests of
Scho¨nrich et al. (2012). These distances are typically
∼ 7% smaller than the distances calculated using the
I08 relation. Because our method for correcting for color
and metallicity biases in the sample selection requires a
simple photometric distance relation (see § 3 and Ap-
pendix A below), we apply a single distance factor to
the stars in each MAP calculated as the mean distance
modulus offset between the I08 and An09 relations for
the stars in the MAP, taking into account the MAP’s
g−r and [Fe/H] distributions (see Figure 1 of BO12d for
the difference between the I08 and An09 distance scales
as a function of g − r and [Fe/H]). These distance fac-
tors are shown in Figure 1. As discussed below, we have
checked that our measurements of the surface density as
a function of radius are affected by only a few percent by
the difference between these two distance scales and are
therefore much less sensitive to distance systematics than
might be assumed (but we stress that the An09 distances
are more accurate and therefore the correct distances to
use).
Because dynamical modeling such as that performed
in this paper essentially succeeds by finding the gravita-
tional potential that makes the observed velocities con-
sistent with their observed spatial distribution in a dy-
namical steady state, the detailed understanding of the
data sampling function that was crucial for BO12b and
BO12d is again an important ingredient for the present
analysis. We refer the reader to Appendix A of BO12d
for a full description of the SEGUE G-star selection func-
tion.
We begin with a SEGUE G-dwarf sample that has
about 28,000 stars with acceptably well-determined mea-
surements, but here we only use those 23,767 stars that
fall within well-populated ‘mono-abundance’ bins in the
([Fe/H],[α/Fe]) plane (BO12d; a bin is well-populated
when it contains more than 100 stars; the maximum
number of stars in a bin is 789). Furthermore, we exclude
MAPs whose best-fit scale length in BO12d was larger
than 4.85 kpc. We exclude these MAPs because their ra-
dial profile cannot be well-fit with the simple DF ansatz
that we make below. These MAPs are all [Fe/H]-poor
and have [α/Fe] close to solar; they are primarily associ-
ated with the outer disk (see Figure 7 in BO12d). This
removes 17 MAPs and leaves 16,653 stars in 45 MAPs.
For reasons discussed below, we remove 2 MAPs from
this sample, such that the final data sample consists of
16,269 stars in 43 MAPs.
3. ANALYSIS METHOD
While stellar dynamics overall is a long- and well-
established field (Binney & Tremaine 2008), the best
ways to model large discrete data sets with full
phase-space information are still being developed (cf.
McMillan & Binney 2012; Rix & Bovy 2013). In what
follows, we analyze each MAP separately and indepen-
dently with the end goal of constraining the total sur-
face density to Z = 1.1 kpc—Σ(R, |Z| ≤ 1.1 kpc) ≡∫ 1.1 kpc
−1.1 kpc
dZρ(R,Z), abbreviated as Σ1.1(R)—at a single
Galactocentric radius for each MAP. In this and the fol-
lowing Section we describe all of the steps involved in
fitting each MAP as a population in a dynamical steady
state in order to measure the gravitational potential and
how we translate this into a single, robust measurement
of Σ1.1 at a single radius for each MAP. Our measure-
ments of Σ1.1(R) assume that the rotation curve is flat;
if this is not the case, then we show in § 4.3 that we still
robustly measure the vertical force at 1.1 kpc.
The basic ingredients of the fitting procedure are:
• Each MAP is fit as a population of stars drawn
from a quasi-isothermal DF (qDF; Binney 2010;
Binney & McMillan 2011; Ting et al. 2013). This
form for the DF has a number of free parameters
related to the radial density profile of the tracer
population and the radial and vertical velocity dis-
persions and how they change with R. The qDF is
described in detail in § 3.1.
• The qDF is a function of the orbital actions J =
(JR, Jφ, JZ) ≡ (JR, LZ , JZ). For the fit we only
need the (x,v) → J transformation, which for the
disk orbits in our sample can be efficiently, ac-
curately, and precisely computed using a Sta¨ckel
approximation of the potential for any reason-
able form of the potential near the Galactic plane
(Binney 2012a). This procedure is briefly summa-
rized in § 3.1.
• To calculate the orbital actions we require a full
3D model for the Milky Way’s potential. We use
a bulge + stellar disk + gas disk + dark halo
model that a priori has many free parameters. For
the present application we fix at fiducial values all
but two of these parameters, the stellar disk scale
length and the relative halo-to-disk contribution to
the radial force (= circular velocity squared) at R0.
These two parameters are varied to scan through
a wide range of Σ1.1(R), including all a priori rea-
sonable values for the range of Galactocentric radii
that we are interested in (4 kpc < R < 10 kpc). In
§ 4.3 we show explicitly that changing the param-
eters that are held fixed in the fiducial fit does not
significantly impact our measurement of Σ1.1(R)
and our measurement of the vertical force at 1.1 kpc
at a single Galactocentric radius is particularly free
from systematics. Our model for the Milky Way’s
potential is described in detail in § 3.2.
• We determine the probability of the position–
velocity data (the likelihood) for each set of DF +
potential parameters using an expanded version of
the methodology described in § 3.1 of BO12d, care-
fully accounting for the sample selection. The cal-
culation of the effective survey volume consists of a
nine-dimensional integral, whose fast computation
is discussed in Appendix A. We only use the verti-
cal velocity component of the data and marginalize
the six-dimensional qDF over the velocity compo-
nents in the plane, because the planar motions do
not constrain the vertical force and they may be
affected by non-axisymmetric streaming motions.
The fitting procedure is discussed in § 3.3.
• For each MAP we determine the full joint PDF for
the DF and the potential parameters. By marginal-
5izing this over the DF parameters we obtain con-
straints on the potential that include uncertainties
in the determination of the correct DF. The de-
tails on how we explore the PDF are given in § 3.4.
From the properties of the DF we determine the
Galactocentric radius R at which Σ1.1(R) is best
constrained for each MAP and we calculate Σ1.1(R)
and its uncertainty δΣ1.1(R) from the PDF. This
is described in § 4.1.
We now describe these various steps in more detail.
3.1. Distribution function model
We use the quasi-isothermal DF first proposed by
Binney (2010) and later refined by Binney & McMillan
(2011) to fit the dynamics of a single MAP. BO12 found
that the radial and vertical density profiles of individual
MAPs are well represented by single exponentials and
that the vertical velocity distribution is isothermal, i.e.,
the vertical velocity dispersion is constant with height
above the plane. Further investigation of the Galacto-
centric radial velocities showed that the radial velocity
dispersion is also isothermal (unpublished). As shown in
Ting et al. (2013), these properties of MAPs can be re-
produced by assuming that the DF is a quasi-isothermal
DF of the form of Binney & McMillan (2011). Therefore,
in what follows we fit each MAP as a single qDF. This
is a simple way of including abundance information to
separate different populations into the general approach
followed by Binney (2012b), where disk stars with any
abundance were fit using a superposition of a large num-
ber of qDFs. In the current application, abundances are
used to group stars that presumably can be fit using
just a single qDF. The requirement that a MAP can be
modeled using a single qDF drives our fine-grained pix-
elization of the ([Fe/H],[α/Fe]) plane.
The form for the qDF as it is used here is that of
Binney & McMillan (2011)
qDF(x,v) = fσR(JR, LZ)×
ν
2piσ2Z
exp
(
−
νJZ
σ2Z(Rc)
)
,
(1)
where fσR is given by
fσR(JR, LZ) =
Ωn(Rc)
piσR(Rc)2κ
∣∣∣∣
Rc
× [1 + tanh(Lz/L0)]
× exp
(
−
κJR
σ2R(Rc)
)
.
(2)
Here κ, Ω, and ν are the epicycle, circular, and vertical
frequencies (Binney & Tremaine 2008); Rc is the radius
of the circular orbit with angular momentum LZ . We
include the factor in equation (2) containing the tanh
to eliminate stars on counter-rotating orbits following
Binney & McMillan (2011), but we also explicitly set the
DF to zero for counter-rotating orbits. n, σR, and σZ are
free functions of Rc, which indirectly determine the ra-
dial profiles of the tracer density, the radial velocity dis-
persion, and the vertical dispersion. However, it should
be noted that these are merely scale profiles, as opposed
to the actual, physical profiles that can be calculated by
taking the appropriate moments of the DF. In principle
these three functions can take any form, but based on ob-
servations of the Milky Way and external galaxies (e.g.,
Lewis & Freeman 1989; BO12c) we assume that each of
these functions is an exponential
n(Rc) ∝ exp (−Rc/hR) , (3)
σR(Rc) = σR,0 exp (− [Rc −R0] /hσR) , (4)
σZ(Rc) = σZ,0 exp (− [Rc −R0] /hσZ ) . (5)
To evaluate the qDF for a given position and veloc-
ity we need to calculate the actions for that position
and velocity, (x,v) → J, given Φ(R,Z). We calculate
the actions using the approximate algorithm of Binney
(2012a), where the actions are calculated using an (im-
plicit) approximation of the potential as a Sta¨ckel po-
tential. For the sake of a self-contained description, we
summarize the relevant parts of the algorithm here. This
algorithm proceeds by introducing prolate confocal coor-
dinates (u, v)
R = ∆ sinhu sin v; z = ∆ coshu cos v . (6)
Binney (2012a) discusses how the choice of ∆ influ-
ences the precision with which the actions are calculated.
Based on this discussion, we fix ∆ to 0.45R0 for all po-
tentials. The momenta in this new coordinate system are
given by
pu = ∆(pR coshu sin v + pz sinhu cos v) , (7)
pv = ∆(pR sinhu cos v − pz coshu sin v) . (8)
If the potential is of the Sta¨ckel form ΦS(u, v) = (U(u)−
V (v))/(sinh2 u+sin2 v) then these momenta are functions
of their associated coordinate only
p2u
2∆2
= E sinh2 u− I3 − U(u)−
L2Z
2∆2 sinh2 u
, (9)
p2v
2∆2
= E sin2 v + I3 + V (v)−
L2Z
2∆2 sin2 v
, (10)
where E is the energy and I3 is a constant of the motion
(the third integral). This allows one to calculate the
actions through a single integration
JR =
1
pi
∫ umax
umin
du pu(u) , JZ =
2
pi
∫ pi
vmin
dv pv(v) .
(11)
The crucial ingredient of Binney (2012a)’s algorithm is
that although it appears from equations (9-10) that we
require an explicit form for U(u) and V (v)—and thus an
explicit representation of the potential in Sta¨ckel form,
as in Sanders (2012)—if the potential is close to a Sta¨ckel
potential then U(u) can be re-written as U(u0) + δU(u),
where δU(u) ≡ U(u)−U(u0) and u0 is a reference value
for u that does not affect the calculated actions, and sim-
ilarly V (v) can be re-written as V (pi/2) + δV (v). These
δU(u) and δV (v) can be calculated directly from the po-
tential as
δU(u) = (sinh2 u+ sin2 v)Φ(u, v) (12)
− (sinh2 u0 + sin
2 v)Φ(u0, v) , (13)
δV (v) = cosh2 uΦ(u, pi/2)− (sinh2 u+ sin2 v)Φ(u, v) ,
(14)
since (sinh2 u+sin2 v)Φ(u, v) = U(u)−V (v) for a Sta¨ckel
potential. If the potential is close to a Sta¨ckel potential,
6Fig. 2.— Distribution of the SEGUE G-type dwarfs in action
space. Actions are calculated in the best-fitting potential of § 5.
The dashed lines in the top panel show the loci of orbits in the
plane with a pericenter of 6 kpc (left) and an apocenter of 11 kpc
(right).
then the dependence of δU(u) on v and that of δV (v) on
u is small, so they can be calculated for a chosen reference
value of v and u, respectively.
While we cannot calculate U(u0) and V (pi/2) di-
rectly without an explicit representation of the poten-
tial in Sta¨ckel form, we can compute the combinations
I3 + U(u0) and I3 + V (pi/2) from the current position
and velocity of the orbit (the position and velocity at
which the actions are required) if we set u0 to the value
corresponding to the given position
I3 + U(u0) = E sinh
2 u−
p2u
2∆2
−
L2Z
2∆ sinh2 u
, (15)
I3 + V (pi/2) = −E sin
2 v +
p2v
2∆2
+
L2Z
2∆ sin2 v
. (16)
In what follows we always use this algorithm to calcu-
late the actions rather than constructing an interpolation
look-up table for a grid of integrals of the motion. The
range of the integrals in equations (11) is determined us-
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Fig. 3.— The quasi-isothermal DF as a function of the actions.
The qDF of equation (1) is shown as a function of LZ and JR for
JZ = 0 and as a function of JR and JZ for LZ/8 kpc = 200 km s
−1.
The qDF parameters are chosen to mimic those of one of the α-old
MAPs considered in this paper: hR = 2kpc, σZ (R0) = 66 km s
−1,
σR(R0) = 55 km s
−1, hσZ = 7kpc, and hσR = 8kpc (see Figure 5
for how these scale parameters relate to the physical scale length
and dispersion parameters). The potential is the same as that used
in Figure 2.
ing Brent (1973)’s method for finding the zeros of the
integrands and the integrals are then calculated using
10-th order Gauss-Legendre quadrature.
The distribution of the actions of the 16,269 sample
stars calculated in a fiducial potential is shown in Fig-
ure 2. The diagonal edges in the distribution of JR and
LZ (the radial action and the angular momentum, see
below) are due to the fact that circular orbits far from
the solar neighborhood (i.e., outside of the bounds of our
sample) are not represented in our data set. Similarly,
in the distribution of the vertical action JZ , stars with
small vertical actions (∼small vertical energies) are miss-
ing in our sample because of the effective lower limit on
the vertical height of the stars in our sample; stars with
low vertical action do not reach high enough above the
plane of the disk to be included in our sample.
The DF as a function of the actions for a fiducial set of
parameters is shown in Figure 3. A comparison between
this distribution and the distribution of the data actions
7Fig. 4.— Same as Figure 3, but now the qDF is projected into position and velocity space. The leftmost panel shows the vertical density
profile; the inset shows that this qDF disk population flares slightly (these profiles are calculated using the Sta¨ckel-based approximation of
the actions). The second panel shows the radial density profile at 1 kpc from the plane; an exponential with a scale length of 2 kpc is shown
for comparison. The third and fourth panels shows the tilt of the velocity ellipsoid and the vertical velocity dispersion at R0 as a function
of height. All four profiles are computed both using the adiabatic approximation for the calculation of the actions and for the Sta¨ckel-based
approximation. The position and velocity dependence of the qDF is very similar when using these two approximations, except for the tilt
of the velocity ellipsoid. This tilt is zero in the adiabatic approximation and close to pointing to the Galactic center (gray line in the third
panel) when using the Sta¨ckel approximation. The S08 measurement of the tilt is from Siebert et al. (2008). The dynamical analysis in
this paper is performed using the Sta¨ckel approximation and therefore includes a realistic tilt.
in Figure 2 shows that the data’s action distribution is
heavily affected by selection biases related to the spatial
sampling of the data.
The density, mean velocity, velocity dispersions, etc.
of the qDF can be calculated as velocity moments of the
6D qDF:
ν∗(R,Z) =
∫
dv qDF(R,Z,v) , (17)
ν∗(R,Z) 〈v〉(R,Z) =
∫
dvv qDF(R,Z,v) , (18)
ν∗(R,Z) 〈v
2〉(R,Z) =
∫
dvv2 qDF(R,Z,v) ; (19)
these can be straightforwardly transformed into the ve-
locity dispersions. In what follows these velocity mo-
ments are calculated using 20-th order Gauss-Legendre
quadrature between −4 σR(R) and 4 σR(R) in the radial
velocity VR, −4 σZ(R) and 4 σZ(R) in the vertical veloc-
ity VZ , and 0 and 3Vc(R0)/2 in the rotational velocity
VT ; the dispersions σR(R) and σZ(R) in these expres-
sions for the ranges are calculated using the scale dis-
persion profiles from equations (3-5). We use actions
calculated using the adiabatic approximation in a few
instances below; in this case we use 20-th order Gauss-
Legendre quadrature between 0 and 4σR,Z(R), because
in the adiabatic approximation the qDF is perfectly sym-
metric in VR and VZ separately, which is not the case
when using the more correct Sta¨ckel actions (see below).
In Figure 4 we show the vertical and radial tracer den-
sity profile for a fiducial set of qDF parameters, as well as
the tilt of the velocity profile and the vertical velocity dis-
persion as a function of height. We calculate these using
the Sta¨ckel approximation for the actions as well as the
simpler, but less precise, adiabatic approximation (e.g..
Binney 2010). The vertical and radial density profiles
are close to exponential, but the vertical profile gradu-
ally flattens closer to the plane of the disk. The inset
in the leftmost panel shows that the tracer density flares
slightly. The right panel shows that the qDF is indeed
close to isothermal as the vertical velocity dispersion only
increases by a few km s−1 over 5 kpc; the same holds for
the radial velocity dispersion (see also Ting et al. 2013).
The difference between the Sta¨ckel and adiabatic ap-
proximations is small for most observables, except for the
tilt of the velocity ellipsoid. The tilt is equal to zero when
using the adiabatic approximation because this assumes
that vertical and planar motions are close to decoupled,
implying that there is no correlation between vertical and
radial oscillations along the orbit. The Sta¨ckel approx-
imation does not make this assumption and it correctly
captures the correlation between the radial and verti-
cal oscillations for stars that reach large heights above
the plane (& 500 pc); the gray line shows the tilt if the
velocity ellipsoid is pointing toward the Galactic center
and the tilt included in the qDF falls only slightly short
of this. Also shown in the third panel of Figure 4 is
the measurement of the tilt of the velocity ellipsoid from
Siebert et al. (2008), which agrees well with the tilt that
results from the qDF if the actions are calculated in the
Sta¨ckel approximation.
As discussed before, the density and dispersion scale
profiles in equations (3-5) are not the physical profiles
and the actual density and dispersion profiles as calcu-
lated using equations (17) are slightly different. In what
follows we use the results from BO12 for the dispersions
at R0 to determine a likely range for the qDF param-
eters for each MAP used in a grid-based exploration of
the joint DF–potential PDF. Therefore, we need to de-
termine how the scale profiles relate to the physical pro-
files. In Figure 5 we show these relations calculated in
a potential similar to potential II in Binney & Tremaine
(2008). We use this relation to calculate the approxi-
mate scale profiles that give physical profiles similar to
the best-fit profiles found in BO12 for the radial den-
sity and the radial and vertical velocity dispersion at R0.
These estimates are shown in Figure 6.
3.2. Milky Way potential model
While for the present paper we are primarily interested
in Σ1.1(R), the modeling of each MAP using the qDF re-
quires a full 3D model for the Galactic potential. We
use a four-component model consisting of a Hernquist
bulge with a mass of 4 × 109M⊙ and a scale radius of
8Fig. 5.— Physical properties of the quasi-isothermal DFs versus their scale parameters. The left panel shows the radial scale length
measured over ∆R = R0/3 around R0 versus the scale length scale parameter, for various values of the radial dispersion. The middle and
right panels show the vertical and radial dispersion, respectively, at (R, Z) = (R0, 800 pc) versus the dispersion scale parameters for various
values of the q radial scale length scale parameter. We assume that σinR /σ
in
Z =
√
3, hσZ = 7kpc, and hσR = 8 kpc for all DF models in this
Figure.
Fig. 6.— Estimates of the parameters of the quasi-isothermal DF that describes each MAP, based on the results from the previous, non-
dynamical fits in BO12cd. The previous results for the dispersions were smoothed before estimating the DF parameters. The estimated
parameters are shown for all MAPs considered in BO12; only MAPs with BO12d radial scale lengths < 4.85 kpc are included in the
dynamical modeling in this paper (that is, the MAPs that are dark brown in the leftmost panel are excluded).
600 pc 6, a stellar exponential disk component charac-
terized by a (single, effective) scale height zh and scale
length Rd, a spherical power-law dark halo, and a gas
disk modeled as an exponential disk with a local surface
density of 13M⊙ pc
−2, a scale height of 130 pc, and a
scale length fixed to be twice that of the stellar disk (fol-
lowing Binney & Tremaine 2008). We do not include a
stellar halo component, as the mass of the stellar halo is
negligible compared to the other components.
In the qDF fits to data of individual MAPs, the circular
velocity curve, the epicycle, and the vertical frequencies
are calculated for each potential on a logarithmic grid
in R between 0.01R0 and 20R0. The potential is calcu-
lated on the same radial grid and on a linear grid in Z
between 0 and R0. These values are interpolated using
two and one-dimensional cubic B-splines and the inter-
polating functions are used to first calculate the actions
for a given (x,v) and then to evaluate the qDF.
The calculation of the bulge and halo potential
and frequencies is straightforward. The potential and
forces of an exponential disk with density ρ(R,Z) =
6 The details of the bulge model do not matter for the analysis
that follows; we use a slightly lower bulge mass than typically found
from dynamical considerations, e.g., McMillan (2011), because we
use the Hernquist model rather than an exponentially cut-off model
as is customary. The rotation curve at R & 4 kpc, which is the
only thing that matters in the analysis below, is similar for our
bulge model and that of Binney & Tremaine (2008) and McMillan
(2011).
ρd e
−R/Rd−|Z|/zh are calculated using the expressions in
Appendix A of Kuijken & Gilmore (1989a), which we re-
peat here for completeness
Φ(R,Z) = −4piGρd
zh
Rd
∫ ∞
0
dk J0(kR) (k
2 +
1
R2d
)−3/2
×
e−k|Z| − kzhe
−|Z|/zh
1− (k zh)2
, (20)
FR(R,Z) = −4piGρd
zh
Rd
∫ ∞
0
dk k J1(kR) (k
2 +
1
R2d
)−3/2
×
e−k|Z| − kzhe
−|Z|/zh
1− (k zh)2
, (21)
FZ(R,Z) = −sign(Z) 4piGρd
zh
Rd
∫ ∞
0
dk k J0(kR)
× (k2 +
1
R2d
)−3/2
e−k|Z| − e−|Z|/zh
1− (k zh)2
,
(22)
and similar expressions for the second derivative of
the potential. The integrals in these expressions con-
tain strongly oscillating Bessel functions Ji(·), especially
when evaluating them near the Galactic plane. We cal-
culate these integrals using 10-point Gauss-Legendre in-
tegration between each of the zeros of the relevant Bessel
function out to k = 2/zh (4/zh for the radial force) for
9Fig. 7.— Range of surface densities spanned by our fiducial model
for the Milky Way’s potential near the plane of the disk, when
varying the two free potential parameters (see § 3.2): the stellar
disk scale length and the relative contribution from the halo to the
stellar-disk+halo contribution to the circular velocity at R0. The
colors represent surface densities at R0, while the black, solid and
white, dashed contours indicate lines of constant surface density at
5 kpc and 11 kpc, respectively. The white squares show the actual
grid points included in the fiducial model (see Table 1).
R ≥ R0 and k = 2R0/(Rzh) (4R0/(Rzh) for the ra-
dial force) for R < R0. At large radii (R > 6R0) the
exponential disk potential is approximated as Keplerian.
The free parameters of the model for the gravitational
potential are parameterized using: (1 & 2) the stellar disk
mass scale length Rd and mass scale height zh, (3) the
relative contribution of the halo to the stellar-disk+halo
contribution to the radial force at R0, (4) the circular
velocity Vc at R0 (this sets the overall amplitude of the
potential), and (5) the logarithmic derivative of the cir-
cular velocity at R0 with respect to R, d lnVc(R0)/d lnR
(i.e., the “flatness” of the rotation curve). All of the other
parameters of the potential can be calculated in terms of
these basic parameters. We perform all the calculations
involving the actions and qDF by first re-scaling the po-
tential such that Vc(R0) ≡ 1 at R0 = 1; this requires
re-scaling the data positions by R0 and velocities by Vc
and re-scaling the input parameters of the qDF similarly.
The PDF (see below) then needs to be divided by appro-
priate factors of Vc(R0) and R0 to have the correct units.
In the fits of a qDF to individual MAPs below we fix
all of the five basic parameters except for the stellar disk
scale length and the relative halo-to-disk contribution to
the radial force at R0. This proved necessary because
exploring the joint qDF+potential parameters PDF for
each MAP is computationally expensive such that two
potential parameters is the maximum that can currently
be efficiently explored (see below for more discussion of
this). In our fiducial model we set the stellar disk mass
scale height to 400 pc (this is the mass-weighted mean
scale height calculated based on the star-count decom-
position of BO12b, i.e., it is the mean of the histogram
shown in Figure 2 of BO12b), we fix the potential am-
plitude to be such that Vc = 230 km s
−1, and we fix the
rotation curve to be flat at R0, i.e., d lnVc(R0)d lnR = 0.
Fig. 8.— Range of surface densities spanned by our fiducial po-
tential model as a function of radius, when varying the two poten-
tial parameters. This Figure shows the range of surface densities
at every R corresponding to the same models as shown in Figure 7.
Our fiducial model includes the a priori reasonable range of surface
densities at all R between 4 kpc and 10 kpc. A typical value (and
the final measurement in § 5) of Σ1.1(R0) is indicated by the solar
symbol.
While these may appear to be strong assumptions, we
stress that the main goal of the MAP fits is to measure
the surface density Σ1.1 at 1.1 kpc at the Galactocen-
tric radius where this is best determined for each MAP.
As such, the range of allowed Σ1.1 is what really mat-
ters. Figure 7 shows the range of Σ1.1(R0) in the fidu-
cial model; it is clear that any reasonable Σ1.1(R0) (cf.
Bovy & Tremaine 2012; Zhang et al. 2013) is included in
the fiducial model. Figure 8 shows the range of Σ1.1(R)
between 4 kpc and 10 kpc included in the fiducial model,
and this is wide enough to encompass all a priori rea-
sonable Σ1.1(R). We illustrate below that changing the
potential parameters that we keep fixed in the fiducial
model does not significantly change our results.
3.3. Fitting procedure
In § 3.1 of BO12d we described a method for fitting the
density profiles of a sample of stars using the individual
positions of the stars in a likelihood-based approach and
correcting for the effects of various selection biases. Here
we expand this methodology to fitting both the positions
and velocities to a 6D DF. As described in § 3.1, we model
the DF with a dynamical equilibrium model specified by
the qDF, which is a function of the actions J only, that is
f(x,v) ≡ f(J[x,v]). We work in the approximation that
the selection function has only a spatial (or magnitude)
dependence, which is the case for the G-dwarf sample
used in this paper.
We fit a qDF to the various MAPs by taking into ac-
count the fact that the observed stellar number counts
do not reflect the underlying (volume-complete) stellar
distribution, but are instead strongly shaped by (a) the
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strongly position-dependent selection fraction of stars
with spectra (see Figure 11 in BO12d), (b) the need to
use photometric distances to relate the underlying phase-
space model to the observed magnitude distribution (as
the magnitude-limited SEGUE sample corresponds to a
color- and metallicity-dependent distance-limited sam-
ple), and (c) the pencil-beam nature of the survey. As
in BO12d, we model the observed distribution of stars
as a Poisson sampling of the underlying population. The
details of this method are the same as that described in
§ 3.1 of BO12d and we refer the reader to that paper for
a detailed discussion.
Since the photometric distance estimates D depend
on the g − r color, metallicity [Fe/H], and appar-
ent r-band magnitude, and because the selection func-
tion is a function of position, r, and g − r, we
need to model the observed density of stars in color–
magnitude–metallicity–phase (position–velocity) space,
λ(l, b, d,v, r, g − r, [Fe/H]). This density of stars can be
written as
λ(l, b,D,v, r,g − r, [Fe/H]) =
ρ(r, g − r, [Fe/H]|R,Z, φ)× qDF(x,v)
× |J(R,Z, φ; l, b,D)| × S(plate, r, g − r) .
(23)
Here, (R,Z, φ) are Galactocentric cylindrical coordi-
nates corresponding to rectangular coordinates x ≡
(X,Y, Z), which can be calculated from (l, b,D). The
factor ρ(r, g − r, [Fe/H]|R,Z, φ) is the number density in
magnitude–color–metallicity space as a function of posi-
tion (see further discussion in Appendix B of BO12d).
The |J(R, z; l, b,D)| is a Jacobian term because of the
(X,Y, Z)→ (l, b,D) coordinate transformation; the fac-
tor S(plate, r, g − r) is the selection function as given
in equation (A2) of BO12d. Finally, qDF(x,v) is the
underlying DF of the sample. While we model this
DF as being a function of the actions J only, we stress
that the DF always remains a density in (x,v)–space7.
The parameters pΦ of the gravitational potential Φ en-
ter the observed density through the dependence of J
on Φ. We denote the parameters of the DF using
pDF ≡ (hR, σZ(R0), hσZ , σR(R0), hσR).
The likelihood of a given model for the DF and po-
tential Φ is given by that of a Poisson process with rate
parameter λ. After marginalizing over the amplitude of
the DF with a logarithmically-flat prior (which effectively
normalizes the DF), the likelihood of a single data point
i given by
lnLi,DF = ln qDF(J[xi,vi]|pΦ,pDF)
− ln
∫
dl db dD dv dr d(g − r) d[Fe/H]
λ(l, b,D,v, r, g − r, [Fe/H]|pΦ,pDF) .
(24)
The second term normalizes the density λ over the ob-
served volume. In Appendix A we describe how we calcu-
late the 9-dimensional normalization integral efficiently.
7 This caveat may seem unnecessary as the Jacobian of the
canonical (x,v) → (J, θ) transformation is unity. However, be-
cause we cannot calculate the actions exactly, the Jacobian will
not be exactly equal to one.
For comparison with observed velocities, we convolve the
likelihood in equation (24) with the observational veloc-
ity uncertainties.
Because we are primarily interested in measuring the
surface density Σ1.1(R), the dynamics of MAPs in the
plane of the Milky Way is mostly irrelevant as it does
not contain much information about the vertical surface
density. Moreover, non-axisymmetric perturbations to
the Galactic potential (e.g., those from spiral structure
or the bar) strongly affect the kinematics in the plane
of the Galaxy, such that non-axisymmetric planar kine-
matics (VR and VT ) could bias the fit of an axisymmetric
model to the MAP data. Practically, discarding the pla-
nar kinematics also allows us to fix the parameters of the
qDF related to the radial velocity dispersion, as they only
affect the distribution of velocities in the plane; this re-
duces the number of qDF parameters from five to three,
thus significantly reducing the computations involved in
evaluating the likelihood (see § 3.4 below). Therefore,
we do not consider the planar kinematics and marginal-
ize the likelihood over VR and VT for each star. Thus,
we only need to convolve the likelihood with the obser-
vational uncertainty in the vertical velocity (since we as-
sume that distance uncertainties are only important as
far as the velocity is concerned). We perform this convo-
lution using 20-th order Gauss-Legendre quadrature over
the range (V iZ − 4δ V
i
Z , V
i
Z + 4δ V
i
Z), where V
i
Z and δ V
i
Z
are the observed velocity and its uncertainty. Thus, the
likelihood for a single data point i becomes
lnLi,DF =
ln
∫ V i
Z
+4 δ V i
Z
V i
Z
−4 δ V i
Z
dVZ
∫
dVR dVT qDF(J[xi,vi]|pΦ,pDF)
− ln
∫
dl db dD dv dr d(g − r) d[Fe/H]
λ(l, b,D,v, r, g − r, [Fe/H]|pΦ,pDF) .
(25)
We also add an outlier model consisting of a con-
stant spatial density and a Gaussian velocity distribution
with a dispersion of 100 km s−1 exp (−(R−R0)/6 kpc);
for MAPs with best-fit scale heights from BO12d larger
than 500 pc, this outlier velocity dispersion is multiplied
by two. This outlier model mimics a halo population.
The outlier fraction pout is added as a free parameter.
In the analysis below, the outlier fraction is small for
most MAPs; only the most α-old, [Fe/H]-poor MAPs
have outlier fractions of ∼ 10%, because their intrin-
sic dispersions are large. Most importantly, there is no
correlation between the outlier fraction and the inferred
value of Σ1.1(R), such that it does not affect our results.
The full likelihood is then given by
lnL =
∑
i
ln [(1− pout)Li,DF + pout Li,out] , (26)
where Li,out is the likelihood contribution from the out-
lier model.
3.4. Further implementation details
Using the methodology described in the previous Sec-
tion, we explore the joint PDF of the potential and qDF
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For each
MAP do
Set p
F 
= (Rd, fh)
setup multi-component F
Setup interpolation for 
F(R,Z), Vc(R), k(R), ν(R), Rg(R)
Pre-compute all  JR, Lz,  Jz, Ω, k, ν, Rg
required for effective volume integration
(Eq. A2)
Pre-compute all  JR, Lz,  Jz, Ω, k, ν, Rg
required for data convolution
(top line of  Eq. 28)
Evaluate ln Li,DF for all data i
(Eq. 28)
Calculate effective volume
(Eq. A1)
Set pDF = (hR, σZ, hσZ)
Set outlier fraction pout
Calculate outlier probabilities pout Li,out
for all data i
Calculate ln L of  this p
F
, pDF, pout
(Eq. 29)
Loop over pDF
Loop over pout
Loop over p
F
End:
ln L(p
F
, pDF, pout)
Fig. 9.— Graphical representation of the steps involved in de-
termining the joint PDF of potential and qDF parameters for the
data of each MAP. These steps are described in detail in § 3, and
the implementation in particular is discussed in § 3.4. The main
loop steps through the different potential models of Table 1, for
which all of the dynamical quantities involved in evaluating the
qDF (actions and rotational, epicycle, and rotational frequencies)
are pre-calculated. An inner loop then goes through the differ-
ent qDF models of Table 2 and outlier fractions to determine the
likelihood of the potential+qDF models for the data.
parameters for each MAP separately. We do this by cal-
culating the PDF on a fixed grid specified below. This
Section gives the details of the specific implementation
choices made to explore the joint PDF of potential and
qDF parameters in a computationally efficient manner.
The main steps of the implementation are shown graph-
ically in Figure 9.
The potential grid consists of 8 stellar disk scale lengths
ranging from 2 kpc to 3.4 kpc and 16 relative halo-to-
disk contributions to V 2c (R0), ranging from 0 to 1. We
do not consider models in which the halo power-law is
smaller than 0 or larger than 3; these regions are blank in
Figure 7. The list of potential parameters, the range over
which the two basic parameters are varied, and the values
at which the other potential parameters are fixed are
given in Table 1 for all of the potential models considered
below.
The qDF as described in § 3.1 has nominally five free
parameters. However, as discussed in the previous Sec-
tion, we marginalize the likelihood over the radial and
azimuthal velocity components VR and VT , such that
the parameters describing the radial dispersion profile—
σR(R0) and hσR—are not important for the data mod-
eling. Therefore, we fix σR(R0) at the values estimated
based on fits of the radial dispersion similar to those per-
formed in BO12c (see Figure 6) and we set hσR = 8kpc.
This leaves three free qDF parameters for each MAP: hR,
σZ(R0), and hσZ . Table 2 lists all five qDF parameters
and the range over which they are varied in the analysis,
as described below.
For each MAP we consider the same range of
lnhR/8 kpc: 8 values from −1.86 to 0.9. The range of the
vertical dispersion scale length is also the same for each
MAP: 8 values logarithmically spaced between 4 kpc and
16 kpc. The range of σZ(R0) is set individually for each
MAP based on the estimates for σZ(R0) from Figure 6.
16 values are logarithmically spaced over a range of width
0.36 around the estimated lnσZ(R0). The central values
were slightly adjusted based on visual inspection of the
PDFs such that the best-fit does not occur at the edge
of the parameter range; these adjustments are typically
less than 20%.
In practice, for computational speed reasons, the like-
lihood calculation is structured as shown in Figure 9.
We first setup an interpolation grid for the potential and
the rotational, epicycle, and vertical frequencies as well
as the guiding-star radii. These grids are then used to
quickly evaluate the gravitational potential when calcu-
lating the actions and the interpolated frequencies and
guiding-star radii are used in the fast evaluation of the
qDF (see below). This step is necessary because di-
rectly evaluating the contribution to the potential com-
ing from the stellar and gas exponential disks would be
prohibitively computationally expensive. The explored
parameters for each MAP are then separated in three
classes: (1) the potential parameters pΦ, (2) the 3 qDF
parameters, and (3) the outlier fraction.
Once the parameters of the potential are specified, all
of the actions that are involved in evaluating the likeli-
hood in equation (25) are pre-computed. This includes
all of the actions involved in the calculation of the effec-
tive survey volume (equation [A2]) and the actions for
the data that are used to convolve the likelihood with
the vertical velocity uncertainty (equation [25]). As dis-
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TABLE 1
Potential models for which the analysis described in § 3 to measure KZ,1.1(R) is performed
Rd zh fh Vc
d lnVc(R0)
d lnR
fiducial model 8 values from 2 kpc to 3.4 kpc 400 pc 16 values from 0 to 1 230 km s−1 0.0
systematics: high Vc 8 values from 2 kpc to 3.4 kpc 400 pc 16 values from 0 to 1 250 km s
−1 0.0
systematics: low Vc 8 values from 2 kpc to 3.4 kpc 400 pc 16 values from 0 to 1 210 km s−1 0.0
systematics: low zh 8 values from 2 kpc to 3.4 kpc 200 pc 16 values from 0 to 1 230 km s
−1 0.0
systematics: falling rot. curve 8 values from 2 kpc to 3.4 kpc 400 pc 16 values from 0 to 1 230 km s−1 −0.1
systematics: rising rot. curve 8 values from 2 kpc to 3.4 kpc 400 pc 16 values from 0 to 1 230 km s−1 0.1
TABLE 2
Parameters of the qDF and the range over which they are varied in the
analysis
Parameter Range considered
hR/8 kpc 8 values log.-spaced between −1.8 and 0.9
σZ (R0) 16 values log.-spaced over range of width 0.36 around estimate in Figure 6
hσZ 8 values log.-spaced between ln 4 kpc and ln 16 kpc
σR(R0) fixed at estimate in Figure 6
hσR fixed at 8 kpc
cussed above, these integrals over the velocities are per-
formed over a range specified by the model dispersions
(those that are explicit parameters of the qDF). In order
to be able to re-use the actions for multiple qDF pa-
rameter sets, we calculate the integrals over the velocity,
always using ranges based on the estimated dispersions
from Figure 6. As the dispersions that are considered
during the PDF exploration are typically within . 30%
of these estimates and we integrate out to 4 σ, this proce-
dure works well for all of the considered qDF parameters.
It also makes sure that there is no stochastic noise in the
likelihood evaluation, which could be large if the veloc-
ity and/or spatial integrals are performed using Monte
Carlo integration (see discussion in McMillan & Binney
2013 and Ting et al. 2013). We also pre-calculate the
rotational, epicycle, and vertical frequencies as well as
the guiding star radii associated with all of the points
at which the qDF has to be evaluated in the course of
a single likelihood evaluation (cf. the definition of the
qDF in equation [1]). Once the actions, frequencies, and
guiding star radii are calculated, the likelihood can be
quickly evaluated for different sets of qDF parameters,
by evaluating the qDF using the pre-calculated values
and re-summing the integrals.
With all of the actions etc. pre-calculated we then vary
the qDF parameters (second loop in Figure 9). For any
given qDF parameter set we calculate the effective survey
volume and evaluate the likelihood related to the qDF
for all of the data points. The outlier fraction can then
be varied very quickly and we use a grid of 25 outlier
fractions ranging from 0% to 50% (innermost loop in
Figure 9).
We find that by using Gauss-Legendre quadrature to
perform the velocity integrals, we can evaluate the ef-
fective survey volume accurately enough (that is, to an
accuracy ≪ 0.001%, sufficiently small such that this is
not a source of noise in the likelihood) using ≈ 2 × 106
action evaluations. This is less than the ≈ 107 evalu-
ations required by McMillan & Binney (2013) and this
leads to a significant reduction in the time required for
a single likelihood evaluation, as setting up the grid of
actions takes up a significant amount of time. The rea-
son Gauss-Legendre quadrature works well is that the
qDF is a very smooth function and it is easy to es-
timate the range over which it is non-zero. Similarly,
we have found that Gauss-Legendre quadrature is far
superior to Monte Carlo sampling for convolving the
likelihood with the velocity uncertainty: we can accu-
rately calculate the convolved likelihood with 20-th order
Gauss-Legendre quadrature, whereas when even using
thousands of Monte Carlo samples the convolution was
not well-behaved (even though we used the same Monte
Carlo samples for all different parameter settings, to re-
move numerical noise as advocated in Ting et al. 2013).
Future analyses of Gaia data will still be mostly in the
regime where distance uncertainties are only important
through their influence on the velocity uncertainties. As
3D Gauss-Legendre quadrature could be adequately per-
formed using ∼105 evaluations of the integrand, Gauss-
Legendre quadrature will likely still be superior to Monte
Carlo integration.
The computational time is dominated both by setting
up the grid of actions and frequencies for a given po-
tential and calculating the effective survey volume for
a given set of qDF parameters. Using all of the speed-
ups described in this Section, the exploration of the PDF
still requires∼3 days using 8 cpus for a single MAP. Each
MAP’s PDF can be explored independently and all of the
steps involved in the likelihood evaluation can be easily
parallelized such that the availability of sufficient com-
putational resources is the main limitation for exploring
a wider range of potential models. The combined com-
putational cost for all steps of the analysis described in
this paper was 20, 000 cpu-hours, or ≈ 1 cpu-hour per
datapoint.
4. RESULTS
In this Section we present the results of fitting each
MAP with a qDF model to measure Σ1.1 at the Galac-
tocentric radius R at which this quantity is best con-
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strained for each MAP. In § 4.1 we discuss the joint
constraints on the dynamical parameters of the gravi-
tational potential model and on the qDF parameters for
each MAP individually. We then describe how we de-
termine the radius for each MAP at which Σ1.1 is best
constrained for that MAP. In § 4.2 we present the Σ1.1(R)
profile that results from combining the individual fits to
the different MAPs. In § 4.3 we show that the Σ1.1(R)
profile that we measure using the fiducial model for the
gravitational potential does not significantly change if
we change the parameters of the fiducial potential. We
also demonstrate that the impact of systematic distance
uncertainties is small.
4.1. Results for individual MAPs and determination of
Σ1.1(R)
As discussed in § 3, we fit each set of MAP data us-
ing a qDF model and we determine the joint PDF of
two dynamical parameters + three qDF parameters on a
grid in all of the parameters. We thus obtain constraints
on the basic dynamical parameters, disk scale length
and relative halo-to-disk contribution to V 2c (R0), after
marginalizing over the parameters of the qDF (which is
a weak form of the “summing over all possible DFs” of
Margorrian (2006)). We can calculate the PDF of derived
dynamical parameters, such as the surface density at a
given radius, the density of the dark halo, etc., by appro-
priate transformations of the PDF of the basic dynamical
parameters (with the understanding that all of the dif-
ferent derived parameters will be strongly correlated be-
cause there are only two free parameters). Similarly, we
can marginalize over the dynamical parameters to con-
strain the qDF parameters for the individual MAPs, but
this is not the focus of this paper.
Figure 10 shows as examples the PDFs resulting from
the fits to two MAPs for the basic dynamical parame-
ters as well as PDFs for the qDF parameters related to
the vertical velocity dispersion, σZ(R0) and hσZ . We
only show PDFs for two MAPs in Figure 10 and we only
show two different 2D marginalized PDFs to give a sense
of the PDFs and how they are different for metal-poor
and metal-rich MAPs. We have visually inspected all
such PDFs as well as other 2D projections for all indi-
vidual MAPs. We have done this for the fit of the fiducial
potential model as well as for all of the systematics checks
in § 4.3. All PDFs were found to be sensible, although in
a few cases the range of σZ(R0) had to be changed and
the PDF had to be re-computed since the best-fitting
value of σZ(R0) was found to lie on the boundary of the
σZ(R0) grid. Only for one of the 45 MAPs in our initial
sample were we unable to adjust the range of σZ(R0)
within an acceptably small number of iterations and we
dropped this bin from further consideration: this MAP
is located at [Fe/H] = −0.25, [α/Fe] = 0.275, and it
contained only 129 data points.
To assess whether the qDF model is a good fit to the
observed spatial density and kinematics of the MAPs we
have performed extensive direct comparisons between the
data and the best-fitting model for each MAP. We do this
by projecting the best-fitting model into the space of ob-
servables taking into account the various selection biases
affecting the data. These data–model comparisons are
described and discussed in detail in Appendix B. Over-
all, we find that the spatial distribution and the verti-
Fig. 10.— Example PDFs for individual MAPs. This Figure
shows the 2D PDF for the dynamical parameters (marginalized
over the qDF parameters) and the 2D PDF for the qDF param-
eters governing the vertical velocity dispersion (marginalized over
the dynamical parameters and the qDF parameter governing the
radial density profile) for two example MAPs. The gray points in
the left panels are the mean of the PDF of the relative halo-to-
disk contribution for a given scale length. The top panels are for
a metal-poor, α-old MAP, while the bottom panels are for a more
metal-rich MAP. A quantitative comparison between the dynam-
ical PDFs in the left panels and Figure 7 shows that this metal-
poor MAP most robustly measures Σ1.1 at R = 6.6 kpc, while this
metal-rich MAP measures Σ1.1 best at 7.7 kpc (see Table 3). The
optimal radius is determined as that for which the correlation be-
tween Σ1.1 and the disk scale length is minimized (see Figure 11);
however, the dispersion PDFs in the right panels also show that
the metal-poor MAP measures the vertical dispersion closer to the
Galactic center than the more metal-rich MAP.
cal kinematics of the data are very well fit by the qDF
models for individual MAPs. However, we remove from
further consideration the MAP at [Fe/H] = −0.05 and
[α/Fe] = 0.125, because the detailed comparisons be-
tween the data and the model indicates that no good
fit is obtained for this MAP; this MAP contains 255
data points. All 43 other MAPs, containing 16,269 data
points, are included in the results described below.
In principle, the optimal way of constraining the mass
distribution using individual MAPs would be to multiply
together the individual PDFs for the dynamical param-
eters. However, these PDFs of the individual MAPs are
not mutually consistent, e.g., the joint PDF for all α-old
MAPs is inconsistent with the joint PDF for all metal-
rich, α-young MAPs. This is a reflection of the fact that
our fiducial model for the gravitational potential, with
only two free parameters, is too restrictive, i.e., it does
not contain a model that is consistent with all of the indi-
vidual MAPs. However, the 2-parameter potential model
is general enough to provide a measurement of the grav-
itational force in the small range of radii for each MAP
that most affects the MAP’s orbital distribution.
The PDF of the dynamical parameters in Figure 10 and
those of all other MAPs are characterized by a strong de-
generacy between the two basic dynamical parameters.
A comparison with Figure 7 shows that this degeneracy
is along lines of constant surface density, which is ex-
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Fig. 11.— Illustration of the procedure used to determine the
radius R at which each MAP best determines Σ1.1(R), shown for
the more metal-poor MAP of Figure 10. The top panel shows the
Σ1.1(R) profile corresponding to the best-fit relative halo contri-
bution to V 2c (R0) for each of the 8 values of the disk scale length
considered in the fiducial potential model. The bottom panel shows
the posterior correlation between the disk scale length and Σ1.1 as
a function of radius. The radius R at which a given MAP measures
Σ1.1 is that for which the correlation between the disk scale length
and Σ1.1 is minimized. The top panel shows that this is the radius
around which the inferred Σ1.1(R) profile pivots when changing
the assumed disk scale length.
pected as the vertical kinematics of an individual MAP
primarily constrains the total surface density. A compar-
ison with Figure 7 also makes it clear that the direction
of the degeneracy is indicative of the radius at which the
surface density is best constrained by the data of an indi-
vidual MAP. We focus on the surface density at a height
of 1.1 kpc, because that is close to the mode of the dis-
tribution of distances-from-the-midplane of the data for
each MAP, which is set through the combination of the
intrinsic vertical distribution and the SEGUE selection
procedure.
Formally, we can calculate the radius at which Σ1.1 is
best determined by calculating the correlation between
the disk scale length and Σ1.1 as a function of R and
finding the radius at which this correlation is minimized.
This radius serves as the point around which Σ1.1 pivots
as the model’s scale length is changed. As such, it is
the radius at which Σ1.1 is most robustly determined.
From the PDF of the dynamical parameters, we can then
calculate the mean Σ1.1(R) and its uncertainty at that
radius. Figure 11 illustrates this procedure.
Figure 10 shows that the degeneracy in the PDF of
the dynamical parameters, and therefore the correlation
between Σ1.1 and the disk scale length, is different for
different MAPs. Thus, the radius at which Σ1.1 is best
determined is different for the various MAPs. This is
plausible as stars of a given MAP, found in the Solar
vicinity, are drawn from tracer populations of very dif-
Fig. 12.— Comparison between the typical mean orbital radius
of SEGUE stars in a MAP and the radius at which the correlation
between Σ1.1(R) and the model stellar disk scale length is mini-
mized for each MAP (see Figure 11). The typical mean radius is
defined as the median of the midplane density weighted mean radii
calculated in a simple model for the Milky Way’s gravitational po-
tential (see text). Points are color-coded by the [α/Fe] of the MAP
that they represent (as in Figure 13). MAPs that are α-old have
small typical mean radii and measure Σ1.1 at small radii, while
MAPs that are α-young have mean radii close to R0 and measure
the surface density at ∼ 7 to 8 kpc. The two radii and [α/Fe] are
all strongly correlated, as shown by this figure.
ferent scale lengths (BO12d). We expect that MAPs with
abundances that are close to solar measure Σ1.1 at a ra-
dius that is close to the solar circle, because these stars
dominate the local population of stars and they spend
much of their orbits close to the solar circle. Likewise,
we expect that the α-old MAPs, which have short scale
lengths and large velocity dispersion (BO12), spend a
much larger fraction of their orbit at smaller radii and
therefore measure Σ1.1 closer to the Galactic center.
To test whether this expectation is borne out in prac-
tice, and therefore, whether the procedure of determining
the radius at which Σ1.1 is best measured makes sense,
we have calculated the median of the mean orbital radii
of the data in each MAP. We use a simplified model for
the Milky Way’s gravitational potential that is the same
as that used in Sec. 5.4 and Figure 7 of BO12d, but the
details of the mass model for the Milky Way used are
unimportant for the calculation of the mean orbital radii.
As we are interested in the vertical dynamics, we time-
average over the orbits weighting by the midplane density
(= vertical oscillation frequency squared). These median
mean-orbital-radii for each MAP are plotted against the
radii with the most robust Σ1.1 determination in Fig-
ure 12, color-coded by [α/Fe].
It is clear from Figure 12 that there is a strong correla-
tion between the radii calculated in these two entirely dif-
ferent manners (apart from a single outlier in the lower-
right corner). Therefore, we can be confident that the
procedure for calculating the radius at which each MAP
best measures Σ1.1 provides a good definition for this
radius. The color-coding confirms the expectation that
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Fig. 13.— Surface density as a function of radius as measured
by SEGUE G-dwarf MAPs. Each point represents a measurement
based on the data from 1 MAP; each MAP measures the surface
density Σ(R, |Z| ≤ 1.1 kpc) at the radius R where the correla-
tion between the model stellar disk scale length and Σ(R0, |Z| ≤
1.1 kpc) is minimized in the MAP’s PDF (see Figure s 10 and 11).
The gray curve is an exponential fit with Σ(R0, |Z| ≤ 1.1 kpc) =
69M⊙ pc−2 and a scale length of 2.5 kpc. Points are color-coded
by the [α/Fe] of the MAP bin, from [α/Fe] = 0.025 (dark blue) to
[α/Fe] = 0.475 (red/brown).
α-old MAPs constrain Σ1.1 at radii much smaller than
R0, while α-young MAPs measure Σ1.1 at positions close
to the Sun’s. MAPs that are intermediate between these
two measure Σ1.1 at intermediate radii. One of the more
α-young MAPs in Figure 12 falls far from the relation
defined by the other MAPs (best Σ1.1 radius of 4.5 kpc
for a mean orbital radius of 7.5 kpc). However, this sin-
gle MAP does not influence any of the results obtained
below. Below, we quote results using the best radius as
determined from the PDF; if we instead require the mea-
surements of the vertical force to be at the median of the
mean orbital radii of the stars in each MAP, the best-fit
surface-density and vertical-force profiles are unchanged,
albeit with slightly increased uncertainties on the scale
lengths.
4.2. The surface density at 1.1 kpc between 4 kpc and
9 kpc as measured by MAPs
Even though the data from the different MAPs were
sampled by the same survey centered on the solar ra-
dius (see Figure 7 in Rix & Bovy 2013), they constrain
Σ1.1(R) at quite different radii. As a consequence, we
can measure the Galactic disk’s surface density profile.
For each MAP we calculate the mean Σ1.1(R) and its
uncertainty δΣ1.1(R) at the best radius R from moments
of the PDF of the dynamical parameters. Thus, we con-
dense each MAP’s dynamical information into the best
single measurement of the Milky Way’s mass distribution
for that MAP. The surface densities thus measured are
shown in Figure 13 and tabulated in Table 3.
Fig. 14.— The vertical force at 1.1 kpc as a function of radius
as measured by SEGUE G dwarf MAPs. This Figure represents
the same measurements as in Figure 13, but expressed as vertical
forces. The gray curve is an exponential fit with KZ(R0, |Z| =
1.1 kpc)/2piG = 67M⊙ pc−2 and a scale length of 2.7 kpc.
Figure 13 shows that the MAPs provide a highly pre-
cise measurement of Σ1.1(R) between 4.5 kpc and 9 kpc
and that the results from all 43 MAPs are in excellent
agreement with each other. From a purely phenomeno-
logical perspective this measurement of Σ1.1(R) can be
well-characterized by a single exponential
Σ1.1(R) = 69M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R− R0)/2.5 kpc) , (27)
with formal uncertainties of ∼2.5% in the normalization
and 4% in the scale length. However, we have no reason
to expect that the real physical Σ1.1(R) is a single expo-
nential, as the mass distribution is made up of various
disk components and the halo. We discuss this further
in § 5 below, where we fit mass models.
An alternative way of presenting our results is as mea-
surements of the vertical force at 1.1 kpc, which we de-
note by KZ,1.1, instead. These measurements are shown
in Figure 14 and are also tabulated in Table 3. As with
the measurements of Σ1.1(R), the radial dependence of
the vertical force is well-fit by an exponential as
KZ,1.1(R)
2piG
= 67M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R−R0)/2.7 kpc) ,
(28)
again with formal uncertainties of ∼2.5% in the normal-
ization and 4% in the scale length. As expected based
on the vertical Jeans equation and shown explicitly in
the following Section, our KZ,1.1 measurements are more
robust with respect to changes in the assumptions about
the derivative of the circular velocity (i.e., the “slope of
the rotation curve”). Therefore, when using our mea-
surements to constrain dynamical models of the Milky
Way, it may be preferable to use the KZ,1.1(R) measure-
ments rather than the Σ1.1, especially when considering
models where the rotation curve is significantly non-flat.
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This is the approach we follow in § 5 below.
We have assumed R0 = 8kpc throughout the analysis.
The effect of changing R0 is to shift our measurements
of Σ1.1(R) and KZ,1.1(R) such as to keep R − R0 con-
stant (i.e., our measurements are at a fixed distance from
R0; see also § 4.3). Therefore, our measurements can be
shifted to a different value of R0 by keeping R−R0 (see
Table 3) constant.
The measured Σ1.1(R) or KZ,1.1(R) in Figures 13 and
14 and tabulated in Table 3 are 43 new, independent con-
straints on the Milky Way’s mass distribution and gravi-
tational potential. They can be combined with other con-
straints, such as measurements of the vertical mass dis-
tribution as in Bovy & Tremaine (2012) and Zhang et al.
(2013), and constraints on the rotation curve from the
terminal velocity curve or based on stellar tracers. This is
the approach that we take in § 5, where we show that the
MAP measurements of Σ1.1(R) quite directly constrain
the disk scale length and through combination with data
on the rotation curve can be used to disentangle the disk-
and halo contributions to the mass distribution in the in-
ner Milky Way.
4.3. Variations on the fiducial model
The results in the previous Section are obtained in the
fiducial model in which we use the An09 distance scale
for the G-type SDSS dwarfs and we fix the parameters
of the gravitational potential model such that Vc(R0) =
230 km s−1, zh = 400 pc, and d lnVc(R0)/d lnR = 0. In
this Section we determine the impact of these choices and
find them to be small and largely inconsequential for the
measurement of Σ1.1(R) and especially KZ,1.1(R), and
for the dynamical analysis in § 5 below.
We assess the impact of systematic distance uncertain-
ties by performing the analysis of the MAP dynamics
when using the distances of I08 instead of the An09 dis-
tances in our fiducial model. As discussed in § 2, the I08
distances are typically 7% larger than the An09 distances
to G-type dwarfs, with the detailed relative distance fac-
tors given in Figure 1. As discussed in BO12d, the im-
pact of unresolved binaries is such that distances would
be ∼6% larger, so the difference between the results ob-
tained using I08 distances and those derived from An09
is a good proxy for understanding the impact of typical
systematic distance uncertainties affecting the data.
We expect the impact of systematic distance uncer-
tainties to be such that ΣIvezic1.1 /Σ
An
1.1 = (d
Ivezic/dAn)α,
with −1 ≤ α ≤ 1 and similar for KZ,1.1. This is be-
cause roughly Σ1.1 ∝ σ
2
Z/hZ , such that if the measure-
ment is dominated by proper motions, such as when one
observes the vertical motions of disk stars far from the
Sun, Σ1.1 ∝ d. Similarly, if the measurement primarily
depends on the line-of-sight velocities, which is the case
when measuring Σ1.1 at R0 by looking at the motions of
stars near the Galactic poles, Σ1.1 ∝ 1/d. Because the
measurement of Σ1.1 has contributions from both proper
motions and line-of-sight velocities, we expect Σ1.1 to
scale with distance in a manner that is in between these
two extremes. We expect the scaling to be different for
different MAPs, as MAPs that measure Σ1.1 at smaller
R rely more on proper motions than MAPs that measure
Σ1.1 closer to the solar circle.
We show the comparison between the measured Σ1.1
Fig. 15.— Impact of distance systematics: This Figure com-
pares the measured Σ1.1 for each MAP when using distances on
the An09 scale with those when using the I08 distances. The differ-
ences are only a few percent for most MAPs that measure Σ1.1 at
6 kpc . R . 9 kpc, while the differences are almost 10% for MAPs
that measure Σ1.1 at R ≤ 5.5 kpc. The dashed lines show the ap-
proximate locus where the impact of using the I08 distances results
in a linear increase in Σ1.1 (ΣIvezic1.1 /Σ
An
1.1 = (d
Ivezic/dAn)), as ex-
pected when the measurement is dominated by proper motions or
in a linear decrease in Σ1.1 (ΣIvezic1.1 /Σ
An
1.1 = (d
Ivezic/dAn)−1), as
expected when the measurement is dominated by line-of-sight ve-
locities. Overall, the impact of systematic distance uncertainties is
much smaller than the statistical uncertainties, and the best-fitting
exponential approximation to Σ1.1(R) changes only by 2% in the
normalization and scale length (see text).
obtained using the I08 distances with those derived from
the An09 distances in Figure 15. The difference in the
measured Σ1.1 is shown for each MAP at the radius at
which the MAP best measures Σ1.1 determined for the
fiducial model. The dashed lines show the approximate
locus of the linear and inverse scalings with distance dis-
cussed in the previous paragraph. This Figure shows
that the impact of the systematic distance shift between
the two distance scales is small for the majority of the
MAPs. MAPs that measure Σ1.1 at R < 5.5 kpc rely
more on proper motions and their measured Σ1.1 there-
fore scales close to linear with the distance scale. Most
of the MAPs that measure Σ1.1 at R > 5.5 kpc are only
affected at the few percent level by the uncertainty in
the distance scale. KZ,1.1 is affected in the same way as
Σ1.1.
The overall impact of the change in the distance scale
between that of I08 and An09 on Σ1.1(R) is small. It is
clear from Figure 15 that the effect of using the larger dis-
tances is to slightly steepen the Σ1.1(R) profile. The best-
fit exponential approximations to Σ1.1(R) and KZ,1.1(R)
obtained using the I08 scale, using the optimal radii de-
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TABLE 3
Measured surface density and vertical force at different Galactocentric radii
[Fe/H] [α/Fe] R Σ1.1(R) δΣ1.1(R) R0 −R KZ,1.1(R) δKZ,1.1(R)
(dex) (dex) (kpc) (M⊙ pc−2) (M⊙ pc−2) (kpc) (2piGM⊙ pc−2) (2piGM⊙ pc−2)
-1.25 0.425 4.63 256.0 50.4 3.37 217.6 41.5
-1.15 0.425 4.68 270.9 44.3 3.32 230.6 36.8
-1.05 0.375 6.71 89.7 20.3 1.29 84.2 18.5
-1.05 0.425 4.77 244.2 40.1 3.23 209.0 33.2
-0.95 0.325 4.59 228.4 48.3 3.41 194.7 38.6
-0.95 0.375 5.04 207.6 34.9 2.96 180.5 29.2
-0.95 0.425 5.22 204.3 30.1 2.78 179.0 25.6
-0.95 0.475 4.68 247.9 41.3 3.32 211.4 33.7
-0.85 0.275 7.38 65.0 11.9 0.62 62.2 11.2
-0.85 0.325 6.53 104.9 19.8 1.47 97.5 18.0
-0.85 0.375 6.62 118.1 14.0 1.38 109.8 12.9
-0.85 0.425 6.66 127.6 14.0 1.34 119.0 12.9
-0.85 0.475 5.08 202.8 35.9 2.92 176.8 30.1
-0.75 0.275 7.42 64.4 11.6 0.58 61.7 11.0
-0.75 0.325 6.53 125.0 16.2 1.47 115.9 14.8
-0.75 0.375 7.11 97.3 8.0 0.89 92.0 7.5
-0.75 0.425 6.71 130.6 11.8 1.29 121.9 10.9
-0.75 0.475 6.53 103.3 19.8 1.47 96.1 18.0
-0.65 0.275 7.20 81.4 12.6 0.80 77.3 11.8
-0.65 0.325 7.20 100.2 9.9 0.80 95.2 9.3
-0.65 0.375 6.34 159.2 12.7 1.66 146.3 11.5
-0.65 0.425 6.79 108.0 14.5 1.21 101.2 13.4
-0.55 0.275 7.29 89.2 9.6 0.71 84.9 9.1
-0.55 0.325 7.29 93.1 7.8 0.71 88.5 7.4
-0.55 0.375 7.02 104.7 8.7 0.98 98.7 8.2
-0.55 0.425 6.57 108.3 18.7 1.43 100.8 17.1
-0.45 0.225 7.56 77.6 8.5 0.44 74.5 8.1
-0.45 0.275 6.75 122.4 12.6 1.25 114.3 11.7
-0.45 0.325 6.84 115.7 10.1 1.16 108.4 9.4
-0.45 0.375 5.54 189.6 24.1 2.46 168.6 20.9
-0.35 0.225 7.29 91.5 10.2 0.71 87.2 9.6
-0.35 0.275 6.57 150.9 13.5 1.43 140.1 12.4
-0.35 0.325 5.67 190.6 22.3 2.33 170.6 19.5
-0.25 0.175 7.70 75.6 8.4 0.30 72.8 8.0
-0.25 0.225 7.88 64.6 8.5 0.12 62.4 8.2
-0.15 0.125 7.70 76.7 8.1 0.30 73.9 7.8
-0.15 0.175 6.08 161.8 19.8 1.92 147.4 17.7
-0.05 0.025 6.57 121.9 16.4 1.43 113.2 14.9
-0.05 0.075 7.92 71.4 7.0 0.08 69.2 6.8
0.05 0.025 8.55 54.7 4.9 -0.55 53.4 4.7
0.05 0.075 7.20 106.8 10.0 0.80 101.3 9.4
0.15 0.025 6.03 145.4 20.9 1.97 132.4 18.8
0.25 0.025 4.82 240.3 42.9 3.18 206.2 35.7
Note. — Each row gives the measurement of the surface density Σ1.1 up to |Z| = 1.1kpc along
with its uncertainty δΣ1.1 obtained from a single MAP, specified by its central [Fe/H] and [α/Fe]. The
radius is that where the correlation between the inferred surface density and the potential model’s
disk scale length is minimal; this is the radius at which the surface density is best measured by a MAP
(see Figure 11). The last two columns give the alternative measurement of the vertical force KZ,1.1
at 1.1 kpc and its uncertainty δKZ,1.1. The sixth column gives the difference between the radius at
which Σ1.1 or KZ,1.1 is measured and R0 (to be held constant when using our measurements with a
different value of R0).
rived from the PDFs for the I08 scale are
Σ1.1(R) = 70M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R−R0)/2.5 kpc)
(I08 distance scale) , (29)
KZ,1.1(R)
2piG
= 68M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R−R0)/2.7 kpc)
(I08 distance scale) , (30)
which is very close and within the statistical uncertain-
ties of the result obtained using the An09 scale (equa-
tion [27]). Therefore, the impact of systematic dis-
tance uncertainties on the measurement of Σ1.1(R) and
KZ,1.1(R) is insignificant, at the level of ≈ 2%.
To determine the impact of the rather constrained fidu-
cial model for the gravitational potential, we repeat the
measurement of Σ1.1(R) for different choices for the most
important fixed parameters of the potential. Foremost
among these is the normalization of the potential, char-
acterized by the local circular velocity in our parame-
terization. We have fixed this to Vc(R0) = 230 km s
−1
in the fiducial model. In the top panel of Figure 16 we
compare the results when using Vc(R0) = 250 km s
−1 to
those obtained for the fiducial model, again at the radius
determined using the fiducial model. We see that the
impact of changing the potential normalization is close
to zero for almost all MAPs and in all cases the shift
is much smaller than the random uncertainties. The
dashed line in this figure shows the expected difference if
Σ1.1 ∝ V
2
c , the expected scaling if the measured surface-
density were wholly dependent on the normalization of
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Fig. 16.— Influence of the most important fixed parameters of the fiducial potential model. This Figure shows the (logarithmic)
difference between the surface-densities Σfid1.1 inferred with the fiducial model for the potential (Vc = 230 km s
−1, zh = 400 pc, and
d lnVc(R0)/d lnR = 0) and those inferred with a model where one of these three parameters is changed. The top two panels show the
influence of the normalization of the potential Vc, which is negligible and much smaller than the naive expectation that Σalt1.1/Σ
fid
1.1 =
(V altc /V
fid
c )
2 if the surface densities simply scaled with V 2c (shown by the dashed line). The middle panel shows the outcome of changing
the assumed disk scale height zh. The bottom two panels explore the effect of changing the shape of the rotation curve (parameterized
using the local logarithmic slope d lnVc(R0)/d lnR). The only significant systematic in measuring Σ1.1 is that related to changing the
shape of the rotation curve, which for measurements near R0 is close to the naive expectation that the effect of changing the slope of the
rotation curve is the addition of |Z| (dV 2c /dR)/2piGR (dashed curves). However, the change in KZ,1.1, indicated by the gray diamond
symbols, is still small (the change in KZ,1.1 is the same as that for Σ1.1 for the upper three panels). Thus, the measurement of KZ,1.1(R)
is unaffected by systematics, while the Σ1.1(R) measurement is robust if the rotation curve is locally close to flat.
the potential (or equivalently, of the rotation curve),
that is, if we were not really measuring Σ1.1 or KZ,1.1.
KZ,1.1(R) behaves the same when changing Vc(R0). Sim-
ilarly, in the second panel we compare the results ob-
tained using Vc(R0) = 210 km s
−1 to those from the fidu-
cial model; these two sets of results are again nearly indis-
tinguishable and the difference is much smaller than the
Σ1.1 ∝ V
2
c expectation (dashed line). Note in this case
that the measured value for Vc(R0) = 230 km s
−1 for the
bins that measure Σ1.1 at R ≈ 5 kpc is at the edge of the
prior range for Vc(R0) = 210 km s
−1, which artificially
lowers the inferred Σ1.1 for these MAPs (this is clear from
an inspection of the PDFs). The best-fitting exponential
approximations to Σ1.1(R) andKZ,1.1(R) measured from
the Vc(R0) = 250 km s
−1 results are
Σ1.1(R) = 72M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R−R0)/2.5 kpc)
(Vc(R0) = 250 km s
−1) , (31)
KZ,1.1(R)
2piG
= 69M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R−R0)/2.7 kpc)
(Vc(R0) = 250 km s
−1) , (32)
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and those from the Vc(R0) = 210 km s
−1 results are
Σ1.1(R) = 65M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R−R0)/2.5 kpc)
(Vc(R0) = 210 km s
−1) , (33)
KZ,1.1(R)
2piG
= 63M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R−R0)/2.8 kpc)
(Vc(R0) = 210 km s
−1) , (34)
Therefore, the scale length of Σ1.1(R) hardly changes and
the normalization is only affected by a few percent, which
is similar to the statistical uncertainties in the fit.
We have also performed an extreme test where we set
Vc(R0) = 280 km s
−1, far beyond any reasonable setting
for this parameter. Setting Vc(R0) to 280 km s
−1 shifts
the prior on Σ1.1(R) in Figure 8 upward such that many
of the best-fit Σ1.1 in Figure 13 lie on the edge or slightly
outside the prior range. We find that the measured Σ1.1
for Vc(R0) are all on the lower edge of the prior, such
that they clearly indicate that Σ1.1 is in reality lower
than what is allowed by the Vc = 280 km s
−1 prior. Even
in this extreme case (which should not be trusted, since
all measured Σ1.1 are on the edge of the prior), the scale
length of the best-fitting exponential is 2.5 kpc and the
normalization only changes to 76M⊙ pc
−2. This change
in normalization is only 10%, while V 2c has changed by
50%. This and the results for Vc = 210 km s
−1 and
Vc = 250 km s
−1 confirm that we are primarily measur-
ing Σ1.1 (or KZ,1.1) such that the assumed normalization
of the potential is unimportant as long as it permits the
inclusion of the actual Σ1.1.
In the fiducial model, the scale height of the stellar
disk is fixed to zh = 400 pc, which is the mass-weighted
scale height inferred from the MAP decomposition of
BO12 and agrees with dynamical measurements of the
disk scale height based on Σ(R0, Z) (Siebert et al. 2003;
Zhang et al. 2013). However, the mass-weighted scale
height of the disk is still quite uncertain. Because we
are primarily measuring Σ1.1 using the vertical kinemat-
ics, we do not expect our results to depend on the disk
scale height, which for any reasonable value changes the
vertical distribution of disk matter below approximately
1 kpc, but not above it (as at most a few disk M⊙ pc
−2
are above 1 kpc). We have repeated the analysis above
using a scale height of 200 pc, which is at the low end
of plausible values of this parameter. The middle panel
of Figure 16 demonstrates that the inferred Σ1.1 for all
MAPs barely change when using a different stellar-disk
scale height, and all changes are within the random un-
certainties of the measurement. The inferred Σ1.1(R) and
KZ,1.1(R) are almost exactly the same as those measured
using the fiducial potential model:
Σ1.1(R) = 70M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R−R0)/2.6 kpc)
(scale height = 200 pc) , (35)
and
KZ,1.1(R)
2piG
= 67M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R−R0)/2.7 kpc)
(scale height = 200 pc) . (36)
The final important parameter of the gravitational-
potential model is the slope of the rotation curve,
set to d lnVc(R0)/d lnR = 0 in the fiducial model.
From the vertical Poisson equation it is clear that the
slope of the rotation curve changes the surface density
measured from vertical kinematics by adding approxi-
mately |Z| (dV 2c /dR)/2piGR (Kuijken & Gilmore 1989a;
Bovy & Tremaine 2012). Locally this amounts to a sys-
tematic uncertainty of
≈ 7M⊙ pc
−2(|Z|/1.1 kpc)([d ln Vc/d lnR]/0.1)
(Vc/230 km s
−1)2(R0/8 kpc)
−2
given the current uncertainty in the slope of the rotation
curve (see below). However, we expect the vertical force
KZ to be unaffected by this, because the vertical Jeans
equation shows that KZ is constrained by the vertical
dynamics only and that it does not depend on the slope
of the rotation curve.
The bottom two panels of Figure 16 show the change
in the measured Σ1.1 and KZ,1.1 (gray diamond symbols)
when changing the assumed slope of the rotation curve.
This changes the slope of the model rotation curve at
all R and the dashed lines show the expectation from
the simple calculation given in the previous paragraph
assuming that the change is such that d lnVc/d lnR =
+/ − 0.1 at all R. It is clear that the measurements
of Σ1.1 are strongly and systematically affected by the
change in the slope of the rotation curve, especially near
R0. The inferred Σ1.1(R) profile changes by about twice
the random uncertainties:
Σ1.1(R) = 65M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R− R0)/2.3 kpc)
(d lnVc(R0)/d lnR = −0.1) , (37)
Σ1.1(R) = 72M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R− R0)/2.7 kpc)
(d lnVc(R0)/d lnR = 0.1) . (38)
However, the measured KZ,1.1 is much less affected by
the change in the slope of the rotation curve and the
change in KZ,1.1 is well within the random uncertainties
for all MAPs. The inferred KZ,1.1(R) profile changes
only by about 1σ:
KZ,1.1(R)
2piG
= 69M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R−R0)/2.6 kpc)
(d ln Vc(R0)/d lnR = −0.1) ,
(39)
KZ,1.1(R)
2piG
= 63M⊙ pc
−2 exp (−(R−R0)/2.8 kpc)
(d ln Vc(R0)/d lnR = 0.1) .
(40)
Therefore, the inferredKZ,1.1 are more robust to changes
in the assumed rotation curve. When using our measure-
ments in analyses where the rotation curve is varied or
assumed to be very different from the flat rotation curve
in our fiducial model, we recommend using the KZ,1.1
measurements instead of the Σ1.1 measurements.
We have also investigated the effect of changing the
value of R0. One would expect that our measurements,
which are based on a volume centered on the Sun, are at
constant distances from the assumed R0. Therefore, we
should find that a measurement of Σ1.1 or KZ,1.1 at R
for R0 = 8kpc is at R + ∆R, where ∆R = R0 − 8 kpc,
for a different value of R0. We have performed the full
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Σ1.1 measurement for the two MAPs in Figure 10 using
R0 = 8.5 kpc and have found that the inferred Σ1.1 and
KZ,1.1 is indeed shifted by R0− 8 kpc = 0.5 kpc for these
MAPs, such that their measured Σ1.1 and KZ,1.1 are the
same as for the fiducial R0, but at Galactocentric radii
that are 0.5 kpc larger. We are therefore confident that
this holds for the measurements from all of the MAPs.
Table 3 contains a column that lists the radius R0−R at
which Σ1.1 and KZ,1.1 is measured; this value should be
kept constant when changing the assumed value of R0.
The effect of changing R0 is only to shift the measured
Σ1.1(R) and KZ,1.1(R) profiles without changing their
(logarithmic) slopes. Below, we are primarily interested
in determining the mass scale length of the stellar disk
and this measurement is mainly dependent on the loga-
rithmic slope of the surface density profile. As this slope
does not depend on the assumed value of R0, we do not
vary R0 in the analysis below.
5. MEASUREMENT OF THE DISK SCALE LENGTH AND
CONSTRAINTS ON THE MASS PROFILE IN THE INNER
MILKY WAY
The measurement of the vertical force profile between
4.5 kpc and 9 kpc presented in the previous Section pro-
vides a strong new constraint on mass models for the
inner Milky Way. We explore these constraints in this
Section. We find that the stellar disk scale length is
largely constrained by the measurements of KZ,1.1(R),
but we also consider additional data on the rotation curve
and the local vertical mass distribution to separate the
disk and halo contributions to the total mass. These
additional data are described in § 5.1. The results of
mass-model fits to these data are presented in § 5.2.
5.1. Additional data
As additional constraints on the mass distribution in
the inner Milky Way, we use data on the rotation curve
and the vertical mass distribution near the Sun. The
rotation-curve data that we use are in the form of ter-
minal velocities measured through HI and CO emis-
sion. In the fourth quadrant we use the HI data from
McClure-Griffiths & Dickey (2007) and in the first quad-
rant we use the CO data from Clemens (1985), both
binned into bins of ∆l = 1◦. These terminal velocity
measurements are shown in the bottom panel of Fig-
ure 17. Because the terminal velocities are characterized
by wiggles on the order of 10 km s−1 that are likely due to
the effects of non-axisymmetry, we model these data very
conservatively by assuming that they have an uncertainty
of 7 km s−1 correlated over ∆ sin l = 0.125 ≈ 1 kpc. This
makes sure that wiggles typical of non-axisymmetry do
not affect our results. Because the terminal velocities
depend on the Sun’s peculiar velocity in the plane of the
Milky Way through terms proportional to sin l and cos l,
we further marginalize over such terms in the fits below,
so that any effects of non-axisymmetry and the Sun’s
peculiar velocity do not affect the analysis.
We further use constraints on the local slope of the ro-
tation curve. Such constraints exists, e.g., from the mea-
surement of the Oort constants (e.g., Feast & Whitelock
1997), from the kinematics of masers in the disk of the
Milky Way (Reid et al. 2009; Bovy et al. 2009), or from
the kinematics of stars throughout the disk (Bovy et al.
2012a). Since the measurement of d lnVc(R0)/d lnR of
Fig. 17.— The upper panel shows KZ,1.1(R) of the best-fit mass
model for the inner Milky Way when fitting the KZ,1.1(R) mea-
surements from this paper, the terminal velocity data, the measure-
ment of the slope of the rotation curve from Bovy et al. (2012a),
and the measurement of the local contribution from the stellar disk
from Zhang et al. (2013). The black dots are the KZ,1.1 measure-
ments from this paper (Figure 14 and Table 3) and the measure-
ment from Zhang et al. (2013) is indicated by a gray diamond. The
lower panel compares the terminal velocity curve for the best-fitting
mass model with the terminal velocity data of Clemens (1985; lon-
gitudes 40◦ to 80◦) and McClure-Griffiths & Dickey (2007; longi-
tudes −80◦ to −40◦).
Bovy et al. (2012a) encompasses the results from these
different analyses, we use it to represent the current un-
certainty in the logarithmic slope of the rotation curve.
We represent the Bovy et al. (2012a) measurement with
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the simple analytic form
p
(
d lnVc(R0)
d lnR
)
= 0 if
d lnVc(R0)
d lnR
> 0.04 , (41)
p
(
d lnVc(R0)
d lnR
)
=W e−W , otherwise,
where W =
(
1−
1
0.04
d lnVc(R0)
d lnR
)
,
which approximately matches the PDF for
d lnVc(R0)/d lnR of Bovy et al. (2012a). We stress
that we do not use any measurements of the circular
velocity itself. This way we can assess what direct
measurements of the mass distribution combined with
measurements of the shape of the rotation curve (but
not its normalization) constrain the circular velocity to
be.
Finally, we also include measurements of the verti-
cal mass distribution near the Sun, Σ(R0, Z). A num-
ber of such measurements exist in the literature and
we use the results from Zhang et al. (2013), which are
the best measurements of Σ(R0, Z) to date and they
are consistent with all other measurements. We only
use the measurement of KZ,1.1(R0) = 67 ± 6M⊙ pc
−2
and the measurement of the stellar disk surface den-
sity Σ∗(R0) = 42 ± 5M⊙ pc
−2. The measurement of
KZ,1.1(R0) is consistent with our much tighter measure-
ment in § 4.2 and therefore it does not contain much ad-
ditional information, but the measurement of the stellar
disk surface density is useful for separating the contribu-
tion from the disk and the dark halo to the mass budget.
5.2. Results
We use the same mass model as described in § 3.2,
except that we replace the bulge model with an ex-
ponentially cut off power-law with a power-law expo-
nent of −1.8, a cut-off radius of 1.9 kpc, and a mass of
6×109M⊙, because this is a more realistic model for the
mass distribution of the bulge (see Binney & Tremaine
2008; McMillan 2011). We fit this to various combina-
tions of (a) the measurements of KZ,1.1(R) of § 4.2, (b)
the terminal velocity data, (c) the constraint on the lo-
cal slope of the rotation curve from equation 41, and
(d) the measurements of KZ,1.1(R0) and Σ∗(R0) from
Zhang et al. (2013). We now vary all five of the basic
parameters of the mass model, that is, the stellar disk
mass scale length and scale height, the circular velocity,
the relative halo-to-disk contribution to V 2c (R0), and the
local d lnVc/d lnR. None of the considered data really
constrains the stellar scale height, but its value is uncor-
related with the value of the other parameters; we let it
vary between 100 pc and 500 pc. PDFs showing the pri-
mary results from these fits are shown in Figure s 18-20.
A comparison between the best-fit model using all of the
dynamical data and the KZ,1.1(R) measurements of this
paper and the terminal velocities is shown in Figure 17.
Figure 18 shows the joint PDF for the stellar disk
scale length and the contribution of the stellar disk to
the circular velocity at 2.2 scale lengths (≈ the peak of
the disk rotation curve). The latter parameter deter-
mines whether the Milky Way’s disk is maximal using
the definition of Sackett (1997), according to which a
disk is maximal when its contribution to Vc at 2.2 scale
Fig. 18.— Contours of the joint PDF for the stellar disk scale
length and the contribution of the disk to the circular velocity at 2.2
scale lengths (the parameter describing whether the disk is maxi-
mal following Sackett 1997’s definition; this definition is indicated
in the figure as “Maximal disk”). One and two sigma contours
of the PDFs based on 3 combinations of the dynamical data are
shown: (a) the KZ,1.1(R) measurements from this paper, (b) the
terminal velocity data Vterm, constraints on d lnVc(R0)/d lnR, and
the measurements from Zhang et al. (2013) (denoted as Σ∗(R0)),
and (c) the combination of (a) and (b). This Figure shows that
the KZ,1.1(R) measurements of this paper are the most informa-
tive data for the dynamical measurement of the disk scale length.
The combination of the new measurements in this paper and the
existing dynamical constraints indicate that the Milky Way’s disk
is maximal.
lengths is 85 ± 10%. We show the constraints from dif-
ferent combinations of the dynamical constraints. The
red curves show the contours of the PDF based on the
KZ,1.1(R) measurements from this paper only, while the
black curves give the constraints based on all of the
dynamical data. It is clear that the measurements of
KZ,1.1(R) from this paper alone measure the scale length,
largely independent of the contribution to the mass from
the other Galactic components. Figure 18 also shows
that the additional dynamical data from § 5.1 does not
constrain the stellar disk scale length. The joint PDF for
the scale length and disk-maximality parameter based on
the rotation curve and Σ(R0, Z) does show the familiar
relation that for the disk to be maximal, the disk scale
length needs to be small.
5.2.1. Constraints on the Galactic disk mass distribution
Therefore, we conclude that the KZ,1.1(R) measure-
ments from this paper are the single most important
existing dynamical constraint on the stellar disk scale
length of the Milky Way. The result from the combined
fit to all dynamical data gives
stellar disk scale length = 2.15± 0.14 kpc . (42)
The combination of the KZ,1.1(R) measurements and the
additional dynamical data shows that the disk is maximal
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since
Vc,∗
Vc
∣∣∣∣∣
2.2Rd
= 0.83± 0.04 . (43)
These measurements of the stellar disk scale length
and its contribution to the rotation curve allow us to
derive the mass of the disk. We can measure the surface
density of the stellar disk because the additional data
on the rotation curve described in § 5.1 combined with
the KZ,1.1(R) measurements from this paper allow us
to disentangle the stellar and dark-halo contributions to
Σ1.1(R). We find that the surface density of the stellar
disk at R0 is Σ∗(R0) = 38 ± 4M⊙ pc
−2, for a total sur-
face density to 1.1 kpc of Σ1.1(R0) = 68 ± 4M⊙ pc
−2,
13M⊙ pc
−2 of which is assumed to be in the thin ISM
layer. As a consequence of ours being a full 3D dy-
namical model, this measurement of Σ1.1(R0) is a real
measurement of Σ1.1(R0) as opposed to a measurement
of KZ,1.1(R0) converted to Σ1.1(R0). The fact that it
agrees so well with the local normalization of our mea-
sured Σ1.1(R) profile in equation (27) is due to the fact
that the local slope of the circular velocity curve is very
close to flat in our best-fit model (see below). Our
measurement of the local surface density to 1.1 kpc is
consistent with all previous measurements (which are
really KZ,1.1(R0) measurements) but with a smaller
uncertainty (Kuijken & Gilmore 1989b; Siebert et al.
2003; Holmberg & Flynn 2004; Bienayme´ et al. 2006;
Garbari et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2013). We note in par-
ticular that the measurement of Garbari et al. (2012) of
Σ1.1(R0) = 105±24M⊙ pc
−2 is consistent with our mea-
surement; our much smaller errorbar leads to a much
tighter measurement of the local dark matter density (see
below).
As mentioned above, none of the dynamical data in
§ 5.1 constrain the mass scale height of the stellar
disk: we obtain a flat PDF for zh over the prior range
100 pc < zh < 500 pc. To illustrate how zh can be con-
strained using measurements of the (surface density) at
heights different from |Z| = 1.1 kpc, we fit the dynami-
cal data from § 5.1 together with the constraint on the
total midplane density at R0 from Holmberg & Flynn
(2000): ρtotal(R0, |Z| = 0) = 0.102 ± 0.010M⊙ pc
−3.
While all of the other dynamical parameters are un-
changed, in this case we do constrain the mass scale
height: zh = 370 ± 60 pc, in good agreement with the
measurements from star counts (zh ≈ 400 pc, see above
and BO12d) and constraints from the vertical profile of
KZ(R0, Z) (zh < 430 pc at 84% confidence; Zhang et al.
2013).
Using our measurements of the disk mass scale length
and the local disk normalization, we can derive the to-
tal mass of the disk, to the extent that a character-
ization of the disk with a single scale length makes
sense. We find that the total stellar disk mass is M∗ =
4.6± 0.3× 1010M⊙. Under our assumption that the lo-
cal ISM column density is 13M⊙ pc
−2 and that the ISM
layer has a scale length twice that of the stellar disk, the
ISM contributes ≈ 0.7× 1010M⊙ for a total (stars+gas)
disk mass of Mdisk = 5.3 ± 0.4 × 10
10M⊙. Note that in
our model the ISM layer’s scale length is tied to that of
the stellar disk and that the local normalization is fixed.
Therefore, the mass of the ISM layer is perfectly corre-
Fig. 19.— Contours of the joint PDF for the local dark-matter
halo density and its local logarithmic radial slope. The halo is
modeled with a power-law density profile ρDM(r) = ρDM(R0, Z =
0) (R0/r)α. Neither the measurements of the vertical mass profile
(local and KZ,1.1(R)) nor the measurements of the shape of the
circular velocity curve (terminal velocities Vterm and local slope
d lnVc(R0)/d lnR) constrain the radial profile of the halo very
much. However, the combination of these two dynamical probes
give a first constraint on the local halo profile: α < 1.53 at 95%
confidence. This combination is different from multiplying the red
and yellow PDFs, as both of these PDFs are marginalized over
the other parameters of the Galactic potential. In particular, the
steep halo-density peaks in the red and yellow PDFs correspond
to very different and mutually-inconsistent slopes of the rotation
curve, which is why they are disfavored in the combined PDF.
lated with that of the stellar disk, and the uncertainty
in the total disk mass would be 0.3× 1010M⊙. For this
reason, we have added an uncertainty of 0.3× 1010M⊙,
or almost 50% of the ISM mass, in quadrature to the for-
mal uncertainty in the disk mass. The bulge contributes
another ≈ 6× 109M⊙ (Binney & Tremaine 2008), while
the stellar halo mass is negligible, such that the total
baryonic mass of the Milky Way is
Mbaryonic = 5.9± 0.5× 10
10M⊙ , (44)
assuming an uncertainty of 0.3 × 1010M⊙ on the bulge
mass. To derive these masses, we have assumed that
R0 = 8kpc. Changing R0 to a different value does
not change the measurements made in this subsection or
in subsequent subsections, except for the total masses,
which all increase by 1.5 × 1010M⊙ when increasing
R0 to 8.5 kpc; this change is approximately linear in
(R0− 8 kpc). The change is so large because of the short
scale length of the disk: a small change in R0 leads to a
big change in R0/Rd. All other measurements are inde-
pendent of R0, in particular the disk scale length, disk
maximality Vc,disk/Vc,total at R = 2.2Rd, and the local
surface densities.
Our finding that the Milky Way’s disk has a short
scale length raises the question of whether such a mas-
sive disk is stable to axisymmetric perturbations, i.e.,
whether Toomre’s Q > 1 (Toomre 1964). We do not
discuss this here in detail as this needs to be looked at
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Fig. 20.— Joint PDF for the circular velocity at R0 and the lo-
cal logarithmic slope of the circular velocity curve. The terminal
velocity curve alone constrains Vc to be around 220 km s−1 for a
flat rotation curve and a larger (smaller) Vc for a rising (falling)
rotation curve). The measurements of the vertical mass distribu-
tion (red curves) give the opposite constraint: for Vc to be larger
than 220 km s−1, the rotation curve needs to be falling near R0.
The combination of rotation-curve shape constraints and surface-
density measurements requires Vc = 218± 10 km s−1 and a gently
falling rotation curve d lnVc/d lnR = −0.06± 0.05. This is consis-
tent with the recent direct measurements of these quantities from
stellar kinematics in the plane by APOGEE (Bovy et al. 2012a),
which are shown for comparison.
carefully, accounting for the mix of different components
of the disk and their radial dispersion profiles (which are
poorly constrained currently), and for the finite thickness
of the disk.
5.2.2. Constraints on the dark matter halo
A plausible way toward measuring the local dark halo
density profile is to combine the rotation curve, which
measures the total mass as a function of radius but is
relatively insensitive to the flattening and therefore can-
not separate the disk’s contribution from the halo’s, with
independent measurements of the disk contribution as a
function of radius, as provided in this paper. The con-
straints on the halo parameters—the local normalization
ρDM(R0) and power-law index α in ρDM ∝ 1/r
α—from
our data marginalized over all other mass-model parame-
ters (including Vc(R0)) are shown in Figure 19. We show
the constraints from measurements of the vertical dy-
namics (KZ,1.1(R) and Σ∗(R0)) and those from the rota-
tion curve (terminal velocities and d lnVc/d lnR) alone;
neither of these constrains the radial profile of the dark
halo and the entire prior range 0 < α < 3 is allowed at
2σ. However, the combination of these two dynamical
probes allows us to put a first constraint on the radial
profile. The combination gives
α ≤ 1.53 at 4 kpc < R < 9 kpc (95% confidence) .
(45)
This encompasses a cored halo as well as an NFW
halo, although very steep halo density profiles are
Fig. 21.— The Milky Way’s rotation curve at R < 10 kpc and its
decomposition into stellar-disk and dark-halo contributions when
using all of the dynamical data (terminal velocities, KZ,1.1(R),
d lnVc(R0)/d lnR, and Σ∗(R0)). The bulge is included in the total
rotation curve, but we stress that the bulge is largely unconstrained
by the dynamical data used here and all of its parameters are
therefore held fixed. The thick lines are the median rotation curves
and the hatched regions indicate 68% confidence regions. Both the
disk and halo rotation curves are highly constrained by the data.
ruled out. We constrain the local dark matter density
to be ρDM(R0) = 0.008 ± 0.0025M⊙ pc
−3, consistent
with more direct measurements of this quantity (e.g.,
Bovy & Tremaine 2012; Zhang et al. 2013), which mea-
sure the dark matter density using the vertical depen-
dence of KZ(R0, |Z|) (≈ Σ(R0, Z) rather than the radial
dependence of KZ,1.1 as we do here.
5.2.3. Constraints on the rotation curve
Finally, while we do not measure the local circular ve-
locity in a direct manner, we do constrain it indirectly
in its guise of providing the normalization of the forces
in our model and thus setting the mass scale. A com-
parison between the value of Vc(R0) measured in this
way and more direct measurements can therefore test
whether the vertical dynamics is consistent with the pla-
nar dynamics. Figure 20 shows the joint PDF for the
local Vc and the local logarithmic slope of the rotation
curve, d lnVc/d lnR. The constraints from the terminal
velocities alone show the familiar degeneracy, indicating
that the terminal velocities only measure a combination
of Vc and the slope of Vc(R). The constraints from the
vertical dynamics (red curves) have a different degen-
eracy and strongly disfavor rising rotation curves. The
combination of the terminal velocities and the vertical
dynamics therefore measures the properties of the circu-
lar velocity curve, and we find that Vc = 218±10 km s
−1
and d lnVc(R0)/d lnR = −0.06± 0.05, consistent with a
flat rotation curve. These measurements are consistent
with the recent APOGEE measurements of Bovy et al.
(2012a), which are shown for comparison. They are
also consistent with the measurement of the angular
rotation frequency at the Sun by Feast & Whitelock
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(1997) who found Vc/R0 = 27.19 ± 0.87 km s
−1 kpc−1
and d lnVc(R0)/d lnR = −0.09 ± 0.05. We emphasize
that our measurement of Vc in this paper does not rely
on the Sun’s peculiar rotational velocity. For a further
discussion of how a measurement of Vc = 218 km s
−1
compares with the literature we refer the reader to Sec-
tion 5.3 of Bovy et al. (2012a); suffice it to say that all
previous measurements are consistent with this measure-
ment. A combination of the data considered in this paper
with the APOGEE results gives Vc = 219±4 km s
−1 and
d lnVc(R0)/d lnR = −0.06± 0.04. As the measurements
of this paper and the APOGEE measurements are very
different in the way that they probe the dynamics of the
disk, the fact that these two measurements agree on Vc
strongly argues that Vc ≈ 220 km s
−1.
Figure 21 shows a different representation of all of the
results described in this Section. Shown are the total ro-
tation curve and its decomposition into stellar-disk and
halo contributions. The total and stellar-disk rotation
curves are quite tightly constrained by our dynamical
data. This is mostly due to our precise measurement of
the stellar disk scale length, which was made possible by
our measurements ofKZ,1.1(R) over 4.5 kpc < R < 9 kpc.
The dark halo contributes significantly less to Vc(R) than
the stellar-disk at all R < 10 kpc. Figure 21 decid-
edly shows that we have for the first time clearly—and
through direct dynamical measurement—separated the
disk and halo contributions to the Milky Way’s rotation
curve.
6. DISCUSSION
6.1. First dynamical measurement of the Milky Way’s
scale length
We believe that this paper presents the first dynam-
ical measurement of the Milky Way disk’s mass pro-
file. Other measurements of the scale length are either
based on star counts and it is therefore unclear whether
they trace all of the mass in the disk (e.g., Juric´ et al.
2008, BO12d), or they are based on previous dynamical
data that leave the scale length essentially unconstrained
(Dehnen & Binney 1998; Figure 18) unless strong pri-
ors are used (e.g., McMillan 2011). It turns out that
our best-fit model for the mass distribution in the inner
10 kpc of the Milky Way is similar to that of model I
in Binney & Tremaine (2008), which has a maximal disk
with a scale length of 2 kpc.
If star counts do trace the underlying mass distribu-
tion, then we can compare our dynamically-inferred scale
length with that measured from star counts. There have
been many measurements over the last few decades of
the radial scale lengths of the thin and thick-disk compo-
nents spanning a wide range between 2 and 5 kpc. These
measurements have greatly improved over the last few
years with the advent of larger-area surveys with pre-
cise multi-band photometry leading to better photomet-
ric distances. For example, Gould et al. (1996) measured
a scale length of 3.0 ± 0.4 kpc from HST star counts of
M dwarfs, whose distribution is expected to trace that of
the underlying stellar mass, and Juric´ et al. (2008) found
from an analysis of SDSS star counts that the thin disk
scale length is 2.6 kpc. Both of these are somewhat larger
than the scale length measured in this paper. This offset
may be due to systematic uncertainties in the photomet-
Fig. 22.— Comparison between the effective disk scale length
determined from star counts and the dynamically measured disk
mass scale length from this paper. The prediction from star counts
is obtained by taking the scale length and stellar surface density
measurements of MAPs of BO12 and measuring the scale length
of the effective radial profile that is obtained by summing over all
MAPs. The errorbar on the radius of the dynamically measured
scale length indicates the range over which it is measured in this
paper (cf. Figure 13). The scale length determined by star counts is
in excellent agreement with the dynamically-measured scale length.
ric distances used by analyses of star counts. Another, in
our view more likely explanation is that these analyses
did not take into account that the radial scale lengths of
different stellar disk components vary strongly. In par-
ticular, the scale lengths of the old, thick components of
the disk are only ≈ 2 kpc (Bensby et al. 2011; BO12d;
Cheng et al. 2012). This lowers the scale length of the
mass profile compared with that of the thin-disk compo-
nents, an effect which is larger at R < R0, where most
of our Σ1.1 measurements lie.
A proper comparison between the dynamically-inferred
scale length and that measured from star counts should
therefore take into account the full, complex structure of
the disk. BO12 showed that the disk is made up of many
components with scale lengths ranging from 2 kpc for the
oldest populations to > 4.5 kpc for the younger popula-
tions. The mass scale length of the stellar disk is deter-
mined by the sum of all of these components, whose com-
bined density profile defines an effective disk scale length
at every radius. This effective disk scale length based
on the re-assembly of the MAP decomposition of BO12
is shown in Figure 22 (the MAP scale lengths of BO12d
have been re-scaled to the An09 distance scale). The
stellar mass profile derived from summing over all MAPs
is not a single exponential, but has a profile whose effec-
tive disk scale length increases smoothly from ≈ 2 kpc in
the inner disk to ≈ 3 kpc at R = 12 kpc. The dynam-
ical measurement from this paper compares well with
that inferred from star counts: the dynamical estimate
falls short of the star-counts measurement by about 1σ.
Nevertheless, this comparison lends credence to the in-
terpretation that the stars in the Galactic disk are indeed
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the dominant contributors to the ‘dynamically inferred
disk mass’ derived here. With measurements in the outer
disk at R > 10 kpc, the MAP star-counts model predicts
that one should dynamically measure a mass scale length
> 2.5 kpc.
We can further compare our dynamical measurement
of the stellar-disk surface density at R0, Σ∗(R0) =
38 ± 4M⊙ pc
−2, with estimates based on direct star
counts. Estimates of the total amount of ordinary stel-
lar matter are Σvisible(R0) ≈ 30M⊙ pc
−2 (Flynn et al.
2006;BO12b) with an additional 7M⊙ pc
−2 contributed
by stellar remnants and brown dwarfs (Flynn et al.
2006). These estimates have uncertainties of a few
M⊙ pc
−2, which includes the uncertainty in the shape
of the initial mass function at low masses (see BO12b).
Thus, our dynamical measurement of the disk mass prop-
erties is in excellent agreement with direct star-counts.
That the dynamical and star-counts measurements of
the stellar-disk scale length and of the local stellar sur-
face density agree so well is evidence that basically all of
the mass in the stellar disk is accounted for by ordinary
stellar matter orbiting under the influence of Newtonian
gravity. Our results leave little room for a dark disk com-
ponent in the Milky Way (Read et al. 2008), because the
presence of such a component would increase our esti-
mates of the local surface density and of the mass scale
length. Similarly, in the MOND theory of modified grav-
ity the local surface-density to 1.1 kpc is predicted to be
enhanced with respect to the contribution from baryonic
matter by & 60% 8 (Nipoti et al. 2007; Bienayme´ et al.
2009; Famaey & McGaugh 2012), such that we expect
for Σbaryonic(R0) = 51 ± 4M⊙ pc
−2 that ΣMOND1.1 (R0) &
82 ± 6M⊙ pc
2. This prediction is in & 2σ tension with
our measurement of Σ1.1(R0) = 68 ± 4M⊙ pc
−2. Fur-
thermore, in MOND the dynamically-inferred disk scale
length (i.e., that inferred from KZ(R) measurements)
is predicted to be 25% larger than that measured from
star counts (Bienayme´ et al. 2009), so we would expect
to dynamically measure a scale length of ≈ 2.9 kpc.
This is 5σ removed from our measurement of the mass
scale length. We emphasize that these are prelimi-
nary tests of MOND based on the Bekenstein–Milgrom
(Bekenstein & Milgrom 1984) formulation of MOND and
that these tests should more fully take into account the
uncertain structure of the baryonic disk. However, it is
clear that the measurements from this paper and fur-
ther improved measurements of the vertical forces in the
Milky Way are key to improved tests of modified gravity
models such as MOND on galaxy scales.
6.2. The mass of the Galactic disk
Our measurement of the mass scale length of the disk
now makes our measurement of the Galactic disk mass
the most accurate estimate to date. Our measurement
of M∗ = 4.6 ± 0.3 × 10
10M⊙ compares well with the
range found by Flynn et al. (2006) (who also assume
R0 = 8kpc), who estimated the stellar-disk mass as a
function of an assumed scale length. Our measurement
8 A simple way to see this is that the vertical force in MOND is
enhanced by the same amount as the radial force. From Figure 21
it is clear that in Newtonian gravity the disk only provides about
60% of the radial force at R0, such that MOND needs to enhance
the radial, and consequentially the vertical, force by ≈ 60%.
of the scale length falls at the lower end of their consid-
ered range where their stellar disk mass is ≈ 5×1010M⊙.
Our estimate of the baryonic mass in the Galaxy of
Mbaryonic = 5.9 ± 0.5 × 10
10M⊙ also agrees with their
estimate of Mbaryonic = 6.1 ± 0.5 × 10
10M⊙. However,
it is important to note that ours is a purely dynamical
measurement, while Flynn’s value relies on assumptions
about the stellar mass function in the disk and about the
manner in which mass traces light. Both measurements
are similarly affected by the uncertainty in R0.
6.3. Disk maximality and the Milky Way compared to
external galaxies
The measurements of the Milky Way’s disk mass scale
length and stellar mass from this paper allow us to make
comparisons of the Milky Way with external galaxies,
e.g., through the Tully-Fisher relation, initially put forth
by Flynn et al. (2006), more precise. A main source of
systematic uncertainty in Flynn et al. (2006) was the un-
certainty in the value of the radial scale length, which a
priori could have been anywhere between 2 kpc and 5 kpc.
Our measurement of Rd = 2.15 ± 0.14 kpc removes this
source of uncertainty. Using Flynn et al. (2006)’s calcu-
lations of the total I-band luminosity of the Milky Way
we find that LdiskI ≈ 3.5× 10
10L⊙ (MI = −22.2). Using
a bulge luminosity of 1010L⊙ (Kent et al. 1991), we find
that
LI ≈ 4.5× 10
10L⊙, or MI ≈ −22.5 . (46)
Combined with our measurement that Vc = 218 ±
10 km s−1, this allows us to place the Milky Way onto
the Tully-Fisher relation defined by nearby disk galaxies:
it falls well within the 1σ scatter (e.g., Dale et al. 1999)
as this relation predictsMI = −22.8 for Vc = 220 km s
−1
with a scatter of 0.4mag. Therefore, from the point of
view of the Tully-Fisher relation, the Milky Way is a
typical galaxy.
The decomposition of the Milky Way’s rotation curve
into the contributions from the stellar disk and the dark-
matter halo in § 5.2 has shown that the Milky Way’s
disk is maximal by the definition of Sackett (1997). This
appears to be in conflict with arguments based on the
lack of correlation between Tully-Fisher velocity residu-
als and disk size for external galaxies (Courteau & Rix
1999), which have been used to argue against disks
being maximal. However, whether this really shows
that all disks are sub-maximal is far from clear, as dy-
namical modeling of gas kinematics in various galaxies
and constraints from spiral structure have shown that
some disks, especially those with Vc > 200 km s
−1, are
maximal (Athanassoula et al. 1987; Weiner et al. 2001;
Kranz et al. 2003), while being consistent with the con-
siderations of Courteau & Rix (1999). Measurements
of the vertical velocity dispersions of external galaxies
have been interpreted to indicate that disks are sub-
stantially sub-maximal (e.g., Bottema 1997 and more re-
cently Kregel et al. 2005 and Bershady et al. 2011). Such
measurements rely on the same dynamical principles as
those employed in this paper’s measurement, but these
are much more difficult to apply in external galaxies
without strong assumptions. It is essentially impossible
to measure both the scale height and the vertical veloc-
ity dispersion for any individual external galaxy; further
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Fig. 23.— The Milky Way’s disk properties compared to 81 ex-
ternal galaxies from Pizagno et al. (2005). The top panel shows the
relation between stellar mass and the disk’s contribution to the ro-
tation velocity at 2.2 scale lengths (the extent to which the disk is
maximal, see Figure 18); points are color-coded by the radial scale
length. The bottom panel shows the relation between the surface
density (≡M∗ R−2d ) and the disk maximality. The Milky Way falls
along the general trends defined by external galaxies, except that
its scale length appears short compared to that of similar external
galaxies.
the velocity dispersions obtained from integrated light do
not trace the older, dynamically-relaxed stellar popula-
tions very well. As such, these measurements are afflicted
with systematic uncertainties, which have not been suf-
ficiently investigated. The fact that the Milky Way
would appear substantially sub-maximal in the analysis
of Bershady et al. (2011) while the detailed dynamical
modeling in this paper indicates otherwise may be a sign
of these systematic uncertainties9.
9 A specific example is the following: Bershady et al. (2011)
use the scale length of σ2Z as a proxy for that of KZ and use the
latter as a proxy for the disk scale length. Neither of these are
good proxies in the Milky Way: in BO12c we measured the scale
length of σ2
Z
to be 3.5 kpc, which is much longer than that of KZ
In Figure 23 we compare our measurements of the
Milky Way disk’s properties to those derived from a
sample of 81 disk-dominated galaxies from Pizagno et al.
(2005). We follow Gnedin et al. (2007) in using the mea-
surements of the disk scale lengths, stellar masses, and
circular velocities at 2.2 disk scale lengths to derive the
disk’s contribution to the rotation curve at 2.2 disk scale
lengths. In detail, we scale the stellar masses down by
20% to correct them for the presence of any bulge compo-
nent and we lower the observed scale lengths by 10% as
these scale lengths are measured from g and r-band im-
ages, which are typically larger than the K-band scale
length, which better traces the stellar mass (de Jong
1996). The top panel shows that the Milky Way falls
nicely within the stellar-mass–disk-maximality relation
derived from the Pizagno et al. (2005) data. However,
the Milky Way’s scale length is quite different from that
of external galaxies with similar stellar masses: for its
stellar mass, the Milky Way would be expected to have
scale length of ≈ 4.5 kpc, albeit it with a large scatter of
≈ 2 kpc; this is clear from the color-coding of the points
in the top panel of Figure 23. Following Gnedin et al.
(2007), we also consider the relation between the disk’s
surface density (≡M∗R
−2
d ) and the fraction of the circu-
lar velocity contributed by the disk. This is shown in the
bottom panel of Figure 23. The short scale length that
we measure for the Milky Way has the effect of putting
the Milky Way at the upper edge of the observed surface
densities, but the Milky Way still falls along the general
trend determined by external galaxies.
Therefore, if the Milky Way is atypical in any way, it
is because of its short scale length. However, the mass-
weighted scale length is only poorly measured for exter-
nal galaxies, because variations in the mass-to-light ratio
with radius may hamper the photometrically measured
disk profiles.
6.4. MAPs as dynamically phase-mixed populations
The analysis in this paper has used the properties
of MAPs as measured in BO12 to justify modeling the
MAPs as phase-mixed, steady-state stellar populations
that lend themselves to simple dynamical models. This
has worked well and all MAPs lead to a consistent mea-
surement of the vertical mass distribution near the disk.
The single-qDF-per-MAP model provides a good fit to
the spatial and kinematic properties of MAPs, as explic-
itly shown in the detailed comparisons between the data
and the best-fit dynamical models in Appendix B. Thus,
the MAPs are indeed well-described by the action-based
qDF, as first proposed by Ting et al. (2013), although
with the caveat that we have not modeled the radial and
azimuthal velocities.
The fact that all MAPs can be described by the qDF
adds further to the evidence that MAPs are simple dy-
namical building blocks of the (local) disk, as first pro-
posed by BO12. In particular the MAPs with scale
heights and velocity dispersions intermediate between
those of the canonical thin and thick disk are real dy-
found in § 4.2; in this paper we find that the scale length of KZ
is significantly longer than that of Σ. As Bershady et al. (2011)
use the scale length of σ2Z to estimate galaxy disks’ central surface
density Σ0, these effects lead one to underestimate Σ0 and the
maximality parameter of external disks.
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namical populations. If these intermediate MAPs would
have arisen because of abundance errors, as was already
strongly argued against based on their observed spatial
properties and kinematics in BO12, we would not expect
to be able to model them using a consistent dynamical
model. For example, we would expect that the vertical
profile measurements would be dominated by the stars
in the thin component, while the dispersion measure-
ments would be dominated by the stars in the thicker,
kinematically-warmer component, which would strongly
overestimate the surface density (by a factor of 3 or
more). The fact that this does not happen strongly ar-
gues that the intermediate MAPs are real, phase-mixed
stellar populations in a dynamical steady state.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have used six-dimensional dynamical
fitting employing three-action-based distribution func-
tions, in order to model abundance-selected stellar pop-
ulations from the SEGUE survey, fully accounting for
the selection function and deriving dynamical constraints
while marginalizing over properties of the DF. We have
used this in particular to obtain a measurement of Σ1.1
(or KZ,1.1) at a single Galactocentric radius for each
MAP, thus dynamically measuring for the first time the
radial profile of the surface density near the disk. These
measurements are given in Table 3 and they present
stringent new constraints on the mass distribution in the
inner Milky Way.
We have used these new measurements of KZ,1.1(R) in
addition to (weak) existing measurements of the terminal
velocity curve between 4 kpc and R0, the contribution of
the disk to the local surface density, and the local slope of
the rotation curve to constrain the gravitational potential
between 4 kpc and 10 kpc. We find that our new mea-
surements of KZ,1.1(R) provide the only dynamical con-
straint able to measure the dynamical (mass-weighted)
disk scale length; in combination with the other dynam-
ical constraints we can measure the properties of the
Milky Way’s disk to great precision and find
stellar disk scale length = 2.15± 0.14 kpc ,
Σ∗(R0) = 38± 4M⊙ pc
−2 ,
Σdisk(R0) = 51± 4M⊙ pc
−2 ,
where Σ∗(R0) includes the contributions from ordinary
stellar matter, stellar remnants, and brown dwarfs and
Σdisk(R0) = ΣISM(R0) + Σ∗(R0). We further find that
M∗ = 4.6± 0.3 (ran.) ± 1.5 (syst.) × 10
10M⊙ ,
Mdisk = 5.3± 0.4 (ran.) ± 1.5 (syst.) × 10
10M⊙ ,
Mbaryonic = 5.9± 0.5 (ran.) ± 1.5 (syst.) × 10
10M⊙ .
The systematic uncertainty is due to the uncertainty in
R0: increasing R0 from our fiducial value of 8 kpc to
8.5 kpc increases the estimated masses by 1.5× 1010M⊙.
The disk massMdisk includes the mass of the stellar disk,
M∗, as well as the mass of the ISM layer; Mbaryonic is
the total baryonic mass of the Milky Way, including the
stellar and ISM disks and the bulge.
These direct dynamical measurements of the stellar
disk’s properties are in good agreement with measure-
ments derived from star counts, leaving little room for
dark matter in a disk-like configuration. With a scale
length this short, the Milky Way’s disk is maximal by
the definition of Sackett (1997): we find that Vc,∗/Vc =
0.83± 0.04 at 2.2 disk scale lengths.
This paper’s measurement of the disk mass will also
be particularly valuable when measuring the dark halo’s
flattening from constraints on the potential at larger
heights. For example, Koposov et al. (2010) measured
the total potential flattening at ≈ 8 kpc from the plane
from fitting an orbit to the cold GD-1 stream, but found
that the uncertainty in the mass of the disk did not al-
low for this to be turned into an interesting constraint
on the halo’s flattening. Using our measurement of the
disk mass, the GD-1 data indicate that the halo den-
sity flattening is ≈ 0.7+0.3−0.15, but it is clear that a more
rigorous combination of these measurements and further
progress in the dynamical fitting of tidal streams (e.g.,
Sanders & Binney 2013) are necessary to robustly mea-
sure the halo’s flattening.
These measurements of the disk’s properties allow us
to separate the contribution from the disk and the halo
to the rotation curve, as shown in Figure 21. The halo
does not contribute much to the Milky Way’s rotation
curve at R < 10 kpc. In turn this means that our con-
straints on the radial profile of the dark halo are rela-
tively weak. Nevertheless, these are the first dynamical
constraints on the radial distribution of dark matter at
R < 10 kpc and we find for a model ρDM(r;≈ R0) ∝ 1/r
α
that α < 1.53 at 95% confidence (where ≈ R0 indicates
that our measurement is based on dynamical data at
4 kpc . R . 9 kpc). Further measurements of the ver-
tical mass distribution (e.g., Σ(R) at |Z| ≈ 2 kpc and
|Z| ≈ 3 kpc) would significantly improve this constraint.
The dynamical modeling performed in this paper is
complex, computationally expensive, and currently lim-
ited to exploring only a few parameters of the gravita-
tional potential. It provides a full generative modeling
framework in which selection effects, observational uncer-
tainties, nuisance parameters, outlier models, and other
data issues can be naturally included using a likelihood-
based approach. We have dealt with the computational
complexity by focusing our efforts on the measurement
of a single dynamical constraint derived from each dy-
namical sub-sample of stellar tracers (MAPs): the verti-
cal force at 1.1 kpc. However, it is clear that the fitting
procedure to each MAP can yield much more informa-
tion than this. In particular, each sub-sample could be
used to also measure the vertical profile of the vertical
force within the SEGUE sample’s spatial volume, which
should lead to better constraints on the radial profile of
the dark-matter halo. Ultimately, this is what is required
for the optimal analysis of Gaia data. The analysis in this
paper has demonstrated 3D, 3-action dynamical model-
ing of disk populations using observations of individual
stars in the context of a real data set with all of the
complexities of a non-trivial selection function and data
uncertainties. But it is clear that further development
of this technique, especially in more efficiently exploring
the dynamical PDF, is necessary before the Gaia data
arrive.
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Fig. 24.— Comparison between the vertical distribution of the data and the best-fit dynamical model for α-old G-dwarf MAPs. The
α-old MAPs in this Figure are all of those with [α/Fe] > 0.3; these all have best-fit radial scale lengths from BO12d around 2 kpc.
The predictions are calculated for each MAP separately, based on each MAP’s best-fit qDF and potential parameters, and they are
combined to provide better statistics for the comparison (because each MAP only contains a few hundred data points). The comparison
is shown for 10 different radial bins that each contain about 1000 data points. The dashed and dotted lines are alternative models that
have Σ1.1(6 kpc) = 192M⊙ pc−2 and Σ1.1(6 kpc) = 108M⊙ pc−2, respectively, choosing the best-fitting qDF parameters for each MAP
corresponding to those potentials. The vertical distribution of the data is excellently matched for all radial bins for all three models,
indicating that the vertical density distribution of the data is so informative that it has to be matched by all potential models, regardless
of whether the velocity dispersion is matched (see Figure 25). The best-fitting model is essentially that for which the best-fitting qDF
parameters for the tracer density profile also provide the best-fit for the velocity distribution.
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APPENDIX
CALCULATION OF THE EFFECTIVE SURVEY VOLUME
In this Appendix we describe how we can efficiently calculate the 8-dimensional normalization integral (the effective
survey volume) in the likelihood in equation (25). This calculation is similar to that in the case of the density fits in
BO12d as described in their Appendix B, and we start from their equation (B4), re-written to include the velocity
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Fig. 25.— Same as Figure 24, but for the distribution of vertical velocities as a function of height.
integration ∫
dl db dr dD dv d(g − r) d[Fe/H]λ(l, b,D,v, r, g − r, [Fe/H]|pΦ,pDF)
= Ap
∑
plates p
∑
D
D2 ν∗(R, z|l, b,D,pΦ,pDF)
∑
g−r
∑
[Fe/H]
ρc(g − r) ρ[Fe/H]([Fe/H])S(p, r[g − r, [Fe/H], D], g − r) ,
(A1)
where
ν∗(R, z|l, b,D,pΦ,pDF) =
∫
dvf(J[x,v])|l, b,D,pΦ,pDF) , (A2)
is the spatial density predicted by the DF.
To evaluate the expression in equation (A1) efficiently, we split the calculation in two steps: (1) We calculate the
predicted spatial density in equation (A2) on a grid in (R,Z) and interpolate it; (2) we use the interpolated density
to evaluate the sums in equation (A1). We perform the velocity integration in equation (A2) by using 20-th order
Gauss-Legendre integration in each direction: from 0 to 3Vc(R0)/2 for the tangential velocity and from −4 σ to 4 σ
for the radial and vertical velocity. ‘σ’ is calculated using the scale dispersion profiles of the DF (see equations [3-5])).
We calculate the density on a grid of 16 × 16 points ranging from 4 to 15 kpc in R and from 0 to 4R0/5 in Z and
interpolate using 3-th order two-dimensional spline interpolation.
DETAILED DATA VERSUS MODEL COMPARISONS
In this Appendix we describe the results from detailed comparisons between the best-fit dynamical models for
individual MAPs obtained using the methodology described in § 3 and the SEGUE data. As in BO12d, we do this
in a space close to that of the raw data: star counts uncorrected for selection effects. Even though our model is a
full generative model that could predict the distribution of any combination of r, g − r, [Fe/H],x,v to be compared
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Fig. 26.— Same as Figure 24, but for intermediate MAPs ([α/Fe] < −0.3 and [Fe/H] < −0.1). The alternative dashed and dotted models
now correspond to Σ1.1(7 kpc) = 138M⊙ pc−2 and Σ1.1(7 kpc) = 65M⊙ pc−2.
Fig. 27.— Same as Figure 25, but for intermediate MAPs. The alternative models are described in the caption of Figure 26.
with the data, because we are mainly concerned with measuring Σ1.1(R), we focus here on (a) vertical number counts
and (b) the distribution of vertical velocities, both as a function of radius, as these are the main data ingredients
for constraining Σ1.1(R). As described in § 3, we fit individual MAPs that typically only have a few hundred stars,
making visual comparisons between the data and the model highly susceptible to the influence of Poisson noise. For
this reason and because showing comparisons for 43 different sub-samples would take up the better part of an ApJ
volume, we group MAPs into three main divisions with similar DFs. These are (a) α-old MAPs, i.e., all MAPs with
[α/Fe] > 0.3 dex; these MAPs all have short radial scale lengths around 2 kpc, and they are vertically thick. (b) α-young
MAPs, i.e., those with [Fe/H] > −0.1 dex; these are vertically thin and have longer scale lengths. Finally, we consider
MAPs intermediate between (a) and (b), which are all of the MAPs with [α/Fe] < 0.3 dex and [Fe/H] < −0.1 dex.
We calculate the predicted number counts for each MAP within a sub-division separately and plot the sum of all
predictions, weighted by relative number of data points in different MAPs.
The sub-division of α-old MAPs is by far the largest of the three sub-divisions, allowing us to closely investigate
the goodness of the dynamical fit as a function of R. Figure 24 shows the comparison between the predicted number
counts as a function of distance from the plane and the data, in 10 different radial bins that each contain about 1, 000
stars. The number counts for these α-old populations are reproduced excellently by our dynamical model to almost
every single wiggle. As α-old MAPs primarily measure Σ1.1(R) at R ≈ 6 kpc (see Figure 12), we also include the
predictions from models with very different Σ1.1(6 kpc) from the best-fit model. All three models shown predict almost
the same number-counts profile.
The distribution of vertical velocities as a function of position for 10 different bins in distance from the midplane is
shown in Figure 25. These distributions show excellent agreement between the data and the best-fit model over the full
range of distances from the plane, from |Z| ≈ 500 pc to |Z| ≈ 4500 pc. The alternative models slightly overestimate or
underestimate the width of the distribution, depending on whether their disk is too heavy or too light. From Figures 24
and 25 it is clear that the number-count measurements are the most informative, such that the dynamical fit works
essentially as follows: (a) for a given potential, the qDF parameters are adjusted to match the observed number counts
without regard as to whether the vertical velocities are fit well; (b) the best-fitting potential is the one for which these
qDF parameters also fit the vertical velocity distribution. This is essentially the same procedure that was used more
explicitly by Kuijken & Gilmore (1989a).
Figure s 26 and 27 show similar comparisons for the intermediate MAPs. These demonstrate that the vertical
number counts are matched well, although with a slight overprediction of the scale height around R = 8kpc. Heavier
and lighter disks (with changes to Σ1.1 around 7 kpc for intermediate MAPs) again predict almost the same vertical
profile. Figure 27 shows that the distribution of vertical velocities as a function of height is excellently fit by the
best-fit dynamical model; the predictions of the heavier and lighter disks are obviously ruled out for these populations.
Finally, Figure s 28 and 29 show data–model comparisons for the α-young populations, split only into two radial and
vertical bins here because only about 2, 000 stars have [Fe/H] > −0.1 dex in our selection of the SEGUE G-type dwarfs.
The comparison is therefore not as fine-grained as for the α-old and intermediate divisions, but the correspondence
between the data and the model are similar as for the other divisions: the vertical number-count profiles are predicted
to be similar for the best-fit potential and the heavier- and lighter-disk alternative models; the distribution of the
vertical velocities clearly prefers the best-fit model over the alternatives.
The fact that both the vertical number counts and the distribution of vertical velocities is matched in detail by our
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Fig. 28.— Same as Figure 24, but for α-young MAPs ([Fe/H] > −0.1). The alternative dashed and dotted models now correspond to
Σ1.1(8 kpc) = 87M⊙ pc−2 and Σ1.1(8 kpc) = 45M⊙ pc−2.
Fig. 29.— Same as Figure 25, but for α-young MAPs. The alternative models are described in the caption of Figure 28.
3-action based qDF model proves that a description of these populations as dynamically-relaxed populations makes
sense. However, the detailed comparison of the vertical number-counts of the best-fit dynamical model and the data
for all three sub-divisions shows a slight underprediction of the number counts at |Z| ≈ 1 kpc and R ≈ 8 kpc, which is
likely due to substructure that is not captured by our model. Clearly, investigation of the residuals from the best-fit
dynamical models for MAPs in the future will be useful for determining the fine-grained orbital structure of MAPs,
which may contain traces of dynamical or accreted substructures.
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